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1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbreviation tion 
Length ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ it (or mi) Time ________ 
t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hour ________ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
'II Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 




b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~ p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODll=~S 







Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where l is a linear dimen-
JL 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 
mph, standard pressure at 15° 0, the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is 935,400; or for 
an airfoil of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
--~-------------------------------------------- -- --- -----------------~ 
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INVESTIGATION OF A SYSTEMATIC GROUP OF NACA I-SERIES 
COWLINGS WITH AND WITHOUT SPINNERS 
By M ARK R. fe HOL and ARVID L . KEITH , Jr . 
SUMMARY 
An i ncestigation has been conducted in the Langley pl'opeller-
re earch tunnel to study cowling- pinner combination· based 
on the NA '11 1-ser'ies nose inlets and to obtain ystematic 
design datajol' onejamily oj approximately ellipsoidal pinnas. 
In the main part oj the investigation, 11 oj the related pinners 
were te ted in variou combinations with 9 "AC 1 open-nose 
cowling , which were also tested without spinner. The effects 
oj location and hape oj the spinner, hape oj the inner urjace 
oj the cowling lip , and operation oj a propeller' having appro:d-
mately oval hanks were investigated briefly. In addition, a 
tudy was conducted to determine the correct procedure f or 
extrapolating de ign conditions determined jrom the low- peed 
test data to the design conditi on at the actua.l flight },I[ach 
number. 
The design condition. jor the N A :Ii 1- eries cowling and 
cowling- pinner combinations ate presented in the j on n of 
chart jrom which, for wide ranges oj spinner p7'oportion and 
rat oj internal flow, cowling with near-maximum pre sure 
recovery can be elected/or critical J.1l[ach numbers ranging jrom 
0.70 to about 0.85. In addition , the characteri tics oj the 
pinners and the effects oj the pinner and the propeller on 
the cowling de ign conditions ar presented separately to 
provide ini tial quantitative data for u e in a general design 
procedure through which NACA 1- erie cowlings can be 
8elected jor use with spinner oj other shape. By u e oj this 
:/eneral design procedure, correlation curves established jrom 
the test data, and derived compre sible-flow equation Telating 
the inlet-velocity ratio to the surjace pre ·sure· on the cowling 
and pinner, NA GA i -series cowling and cowling-spinner 
combination can b de igned for critical !vlach numbers as 
hi yh a 0 .90 . 
I TRODUCTION 
The ACA. I-series no e inlet are a systematic sm·ie of 
open-no e cowlings, each having a n ar-maximum crit ical 
peed f01" it particular value of leno-th-diamcter ratio an 1 
inlet-diftm t cr ratio at the on·ect raLe of internal flow . 
R feren ce 1 reports the development of these cowlino- , pr -
ent a simple procedure for their election, and demon lrate 
the general applicability of the ordinate u ed to th de ign 
of other high-critical- peed-inlet eonfiguration uch a wino-
inlet , air coop, and cowling- pinner combination (D-type 
cowling ) . Because of th e gr at. importance of t.h e la ter 
type of inlet in th e ca e of convent.ional engine and Lurbo-
propeller installation , a tentative procedure for Lhe design 
of cowling-spinner combinations utilizing the ACA I-se ri es 
nose inlets as the basic component was al 0 pre ented in rd -
Ol'ence 1. The usefulne s of t his procedure wa eriously 
limited, however, by the lac.k of information defining q uan-
titatively the effect of the Spil1J1 er and th e propeller on the 
performance of the cowling and on the characteri ti cs of lhe 
entering flow. 
The present in estio-ation \Va undertaken in the Langley 
propeller-re earch Lunnel to make a detail ed st udy of cowling-
pinll r combina tions based on the ACA 1- eries nos(' inlets 
and to obtain ystemaLi c de ign data for one family of ap-
proximately eUip oidal spinne rs. For th e main pa rt of the 
investigation, in which] 1 of th related spinner We1"e tested 
in variou combinations wiLh 9 NACA 1- erie open-no e 
cowlings, th e maximum diameter of the pinner \nl located 
at the cowling inlet. A representative configuration wa 
te ted, however, \\~ i tb the pinner project ed ome\yhat. farther 
ahead of the inlet, as mii!h t be u ed for a dual-rolaling-
propeller installation, and al 0 with pinner withdra\nl into 
the inlet , a i typical in the ca e of rotating eowling (E-type 
cowlings) and jet-propul ion nacelle. Additional test were 
conducted to sLudy the characteristics of a coniral pinner, 
desio-ned 1,0 have a maller pre sure ri e alon!! its urfa.co 
than that for th e orresponding approximately eHip. oidal 
pinner, and totudy the characteris tic of a revi eel cowling 
inner lip u ing A A 1- cri es ordinale to eliminate the 
internal flol'; eparation whi ch occurs at the higher inleL-
yelo ity ratios in the case of the standard ACA I-series 
cowling. The nine ACA 1- erie cowling were al 0 t e ted 
in the ::>pen-no e condition to establi h a base for determining 
the effec t of the pinner. 
The effects of propeller operation on the aerod y namic 
characteristics of a typical cowling- pinner combination were 
tudied throuo-h the u e of a propeller with approximately 
oval hanlr. Although other propeller configuration wero 
not investigated, orne information relative to the effec t of 
propeller- hank configmation i provided by reference 2 and 
a beginning to the olution of the general propeller-cowling-
interference problem i afforded by reference 3 which pre ent 
a detailed study of Lhe peed and direction of the flow in 
the immediate field of even of the cowling configurations 
discussed herein. 
1 
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Inasmuch as the pre ent tests were conducted at low air-
speeds, the investigation nece ariIy included a tudy of the 
procedure r equirecl to determine lhe de ign operating condi-
tion ' at the design ilight Mach number from the low- peeel-
te t result. In thi study, relations originally derived by 
German investiga tor for open-nose cowlings (for example, 
rcference 4 and 5) were generalized for the co, of the 
cowling- pinner combination and extended to ob tain a so lu-
tion for compres ible flow. The derived relations were then 
u ed to calculate the effect of Mach number on th de ign 
inlet-velocity ratio and to e tabli h a imple correction 
procedure. 
The method of analyzing the test data for use in the 
preparation of de ign chart is described, and de ign charts 
are given for the open-nose cowlings and for the e c wling 
when used in combination with each spinner of the related 
family. In addition, the characteristics of the sp inners and 
the effects of the spinners and the propeller on lh e cowling 
de ign conditions are pre ented eparately to provide ini tial 
quantitative data for use in a general design proce me from 
which ACA 1- eries cowling can be selected for use with 




























area of tream tube conLaining internal flow 
chord of propeller scction 
a func tion of Mo and V ;fVo (see fig. 44) 
cowling inlet diameter (see table I ) 
maximum diameLer 
skin-friction drag 
maximum frontal area of cowling 
to tal pre ure 
total pressure 10 between free stream and measur-
ing station 
thickne of propeller section 
mass rate of internal air flow 
Mach number 
propeller rotaLional speed 
tatic pre ure 
tatic-pre ure coefficient (P qOpo) 
dynamic pre ure (~ p V2) 
. (TOrqUe) propeller tOl'q ue eli k-loading coeffiCient 2 3 qo 1> 
radius of propeller Lip 
radius from mod el center line unless othe rwise 
pccificd 
propeller thrust di k-loading coefficient (;:~:n 
velocity 
distance from in.l eL along cowling axi 
eli tance from no e of spinner along cowling axi 
length of cowling from inlet to maximum-diameter 
tation 
length of cowling-inner-lip shape from no e to 
maxirnum-Lhickne s station (see fig. 4) 











maximum ord inate of cowling mea ured perpendicu-
lar to reference line at maximum-diameter station 
h · 1 f l' (Dc-d) t lc me 0 cow mg - 2-
maximum ordinate of cowling-inner-lip shape meas-
ured perpendicular to r eference line 
maximum rad iu of pinner (D ./2) 
ordinate of cowling measured from reference line 
radiu to spinner surface 
angle of attack of center line of model 
propeller ection blade angle mea ured from plane 
of rotation 
ratio of spccific heat at constant pres ure to pecific 
heat at constant volume (1.4 for air) 
nominal boundary-layer thickncss (defined as 
normal distance from surface to point where 
H ,-Po= 0.95 ) 
qo 
propul ive efficiency (2~Qc (nT~J) 












average value weighted according to mass flow in 
case of internal flow and according to frontal area 
ln case of flow along surface 
cowli ng 







condition CO tTe poneling to test Mach number 
co ndition in propeller slipstream ju tout iele cowl-
ing boundary layer 
COWLING AND SPI ER CO FIG RATIO S 
The ACA 1- cries no e-inlet ordinates (from reference 1) 
and r ela tion for their application to the cowling u ed in 
the pre ent inv tigat ion are given in table 1. in refer-
ence 1, cowling conforming to the e ordinates are identified 
by a three-number de ignation, for example, 1- 70- 150. The 
first number indicate that the NACA 1- eries ordinate are 
used; the econd group and third group of n umbers give the 
inlet diameter and cowling length, re pectively, as percent-
ages of the maximum cowling diameter. '1'he owling peci-
fied, therefore, ha a 1- cries profile with a,n inlet-diameter 
ratio d/Dc of 0.70 and a length ratio X /Dc of l.50. The 
approximately eHip oidal pinner of the family mve tigated 
were arbitrarily de io-ned by revolving 1 A A 1- erie no e-
inlet ordinate about their reference line (table I ) and are 
therefore id ntificd by similar de io-nation ; for example, the 
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The 9 ACA I-series cowling and 11 NACA I-serieS 
pinnel's investigated are shown in figure 1. Each co\ ling 
was tested in conjunction with all spinners shown in the 
arne horizontal row; in each ca e the maximum diameter 
of the pinner was located at the cowling inl t unle S other-
wi e specified. The configurations te ted to study the effects 
of varying the longitudinal location of the spinner with 
respect to the inl · tare hown in figure 2. ::\10dification to 
the pinner and cowling hape tested in attempt to obtain 
improved operational characteristic are presented in fiO'-
ures 3 and 4, respectively. 
MODEL ARRANGEME T AND TESTS 
View of the model insLalled in the Langley propeller-
research t unnel are shown in figu fe 5. The internal-flow sy tem 
(fig. 6) included an axial-flo w fan which wa necessary to obtain 
the higher inlet-velocity ratio. The internal flow was con-
trolled by varying the peed of t he fan motor and the position 
of the butterfly-type hut tel' . Flow quantities were meas-
ured by means of the total- and static-pre w'e tube at the 
throat of the venturi and were checked by a rake at thc exit. 
A thermocouple attached to the exit rake was used to mea -
ure the temperature rise throuO'h Lhe fan. 
Prior to the tunnel te t , the venturi in the tail of the 
model was carefully calibrated to as Ure the accuracy of the 
internal-flow-quantity mea l1l'ement. It wa found that 
accurate measurement could be obtained 0 long as the fan 
did not introduce appreciable rotation in the flow through 
the tlu'oat of the venturi. It was also determined that sLl ch 
rotation could be avoided for any le ired flow quantity by 
simultaneous adjustment of Lhe resistance of the sy tem (by 
mean of the huLter~) and the rotational speed of Lhe fan. 
1-20-060 
~_ _ /~: .. "'/-20-040 -/ - ~EJ (-:~- -<~-' ..... -  ..... ~
1-60-080 1-40-080 
.1-60-060 . ./-40-060 
-3· ./ / - 40-040 /?.-- .--- ~ T -~- -4J-r~~--
"'- r- Xs----4 





FIGllRE 2.- Test configurations wilh longitudinally displaced spinner. 
NACA 1-70-075 cowlinq- __ _ 
----, --,,;-
Diam. = OA8De , 
NACA 1- 50-060 spinner __ , "'" 
Conical SPinne~" /;::.;~- -'~-h--~-=0-'-' 7-D-e---iT 
'. / 19° 50J) _-,,_ ____ . , c Dc 
~,) - .06De '--- -"-. 70De ~ __ .....J ---'L 
FIGURE a.-Test coo figuration with conical spinner. 
F,GURE J.- NACA I-series cowlings and spinners lesled. Each cowling was tested in conj unction with all spinners in same horizontal row. 
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NA CA 1-60- 0.75 cowling 
". "', o.riginal 
\. ·····.Modified shape utilizing NACA I -series ar dmates 






······ .. Modtfied shape utilizing NACA I-series ordinates 
FIGURE 4.-Modified in ller·lip sha pe tes ted on two basie eowlings. 
During th e tunnel te ts, uniform nonrotation al flow in the 
ven tur i throat wa ob tained for each te t condi tion by ad-
ju t ing th e hu tter posit ion and th e fan sp eed nt il th e 
tatic-pressure distribu tion aero s th e ven t uri t h roat was 
uniform . Visual ob erva tion of a mul t i t ube m anometer 
wa u ed to establi h thi uniformi ty. 
A three-blade 5.7-foo t-diam eter propeller (fig. 5 (b), 5 (c), 
and 7) driven by a variable-speed motor was used to investi-
gate the effects of propeller op ration on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a typi cal cowling-spinner combina tion. 
The approximately oval h ank of this propeller were similar 
to tho e in gener al u e. The propeller blade angle a t th e 
0 .75-radius s ta tion \Va fixed at 32° throughou t th e te ts as 
thi angle gave r easonable valu e of Lh e thJ'u t- torqu e 
r elat ion hip over th e te t r ange of thrust coeffi cien t. The 
propeller operating condi tions wer e a follow : 
T , Q, V.ln D. ~ 
0.02 0. 0058 I. 46 O. \ 
. 06 .0137 I. 22 .86 
. 12 .0237 I. 03 .83 
The lowest thrust d i k-loading coefficien t , 0.02, is typ ical for 
the hi O'h-speed-fligh 1, cond i tion of curren t airplanes bu 1, this 
v alu e i probably an upper limi t Lo th e high-spec -fligh t 
v alue for fu ture high- peed aircraf t. 
urface pressure were m ea ured by m eans of 11 .fiu h 
o rifice distribu ted along th e top cen ter line of each ' pinner 
and 22 orifice installed in the top ection of each wling. 
With propeller removed, prc Ill' urv y ,,'ere made a t a 
s LaLion 0.75 in ch insid e th e inlet by m eans of 10 total-p['c ure 
(a) 1 ACA 1- 55-100 eowli ng with 1-40-080 spin ner insta lled . 
(b) Propeller in ta iled; N ACA l - i O-Oi5 eowli ng with I 0-060 spinner. 
(e) Oetail v iew of in let showing propeller and inst rumenta tion ; NACA \- iO-Oi5 cowling 
with 1-40--060 spinner. 
FIG URE 5.- Views of model ins ta lled in Langley propeller·research tunnel. 
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FIGURE 6.-General arrangement and principal dimensions of model. ( A.II dimensions arc in inches.) 
NAOA 1- 4 
sp Ql/I 
i L;.w I Developed pion f~m-
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tubes extending acros the annulus at the top of the inlet 
and 3 total-pressure tubes located 0.12, 0.25, and 0.50 inch 
from the cowling inner Rurface at the bottom of the inlet. 
For the propell r-installed tests, this inlet in trumentation 
was replaced by rakes of shielded total-pre ure tubes sup-
plemented at each end by boundary-layer rakes of four total-
pressure tube immediately adjacent to the annular urface . 
( ee fig. 5 (c) .) Two rakes of shielded total-pre sure tubes 
at the top of the cowling (fig. 5 (c» al 0 were used in the 
propeller-installed tests to measure the total pres ure of the 
flow in the vicinity of the urface orifices. All pre sure 
measurements obtained by such instrumentation were 
recorded by photographing a multitube manometer. Pres-
sures mea ured by the ventmi instrumentation were read 
visually from a second multitube manometer. 
1/ f\. \ j .6 .06 "f\b/-Dp 
'" 
'\ 50 
With propeller removed, pressure survey of each config-
uration were conducted for 11 to 1 value of inlet-velocity 
ratio at angles of attack of 0°,2°, 4°, and 6°; angles of attack 
of 8° and 12° were also investigated in two in tance. With 
propeller installed, pressure urveys were conducted for 
IK 
/ \ 
h/ b b/JJp 
.1- .01-
.2 .02 



















F IGURE 7.-Plan-form aud blade·form cur ves for the tcst three·blade 5.7-foot·diameter 
propelier. 
imilar ranges of inlet-velocity ratio at angles of attack of 
0° and 6° for propeller thrust disk-loading coefficients of 
0.02, 0.06, and 0.12. A tunnel speed of 100 miles per hour, 
which corresponds to a Mach number of 0.13 and a Reynolds 
number of about 2 X 106 ba ed on the maximum cowling diam-
eter, was used for the majority of the tests for inlet-velocity 
ratios less than 1.3 . For the configurations having very large 
inlet areas, the tunnel speed wa reduced to 70 miles per 
hour to obtain the higher inlet-velocity ratio with the limited 
capaci ty of the fan . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
FLOW OVER SPINNERS 
Surface pressures on NACA l-series spinners.-Static-
preSSUl'e di tributions representative of those measUl'ed 
along the tops of the NACA I-series cowling-spinner 
combinations are presented in figUl'es 8 to 15. Sharp negative-
preSSUl'e peaks did not occur in the distributions over the 
spinners for any of the conditions investigated, and the 
minimum pressures on the spinners were rarely Ie than 
that of the free stream except for very high values of inlet-
velocity ratio. For given values of inlet-velocity ratio, the 
peak velocities on the spinners, indicated by the minimum 
pres Ul'e coefficients as summarized in figures 16 and 17, 
generally increased with increases in spinner diameter and 
angle of attack; except for the very high inlet-velocity 
ratios, increases in spinner length also caused increase in 
these peak velocities by moving the spinner nose farther 
ahead of the retarded flow in the immediate vicinity of the 
inlet. 
The abrupt breaks which occUl'red in some of the spinner 
preSSUl'e distributions in the vicinity of the inlet at the lower 
inlet-velocity ratios (figs. 8 to 15) were caused by boundary-
layer separation. For given values of inlet-velocity ratio 
and angle of attack, the shapes of the pre sure di tributions 
for the ACA I-series spinners (see distributions for NACA 
1-40-060 spinner which was typical) were changed some-
what by variations in both cowling length and cowling inlet 
diameter; however, the over-all pressure rise from Lhe point 
of minimum pressure to the inlet was essentially unaffected 
by the e cowling variables. The phenomenon of separation 
for these spinners, therefore, would be expected t be a 
function mainly of the spinner proportions, the inlet-
velocity ratio, and the angle of attack so long as the inlet lip 
is located at a reasonable distance (0.075De or greater) 
from the spinner surface. This conclusion may not apply 
for other types of spinners that might have, for example, 
more severe preSSUl'e gradient . 
Effect of spinner location.- In order to determine the 
effect of spinner location, the ACA 1-40- 040 spi ner was 
tested in several longitudinal positions relative to the 
NACA 1- 70-100 cowling. (See fig. 2.) The configurations 
with the nose of the spinner located near the inlet are of 
interest for the case of the rotating (E-type) c wling, 
whereas the configurations with the nose of the spinner 
located at 0.8De and l.ODe resemble the design frequently 
proposed for dual-rotating-propeller installation . 
tatic-pre Ul'e distributions over the cowling-spinner 
combination of figure 2 are hown in figure 1. I nsofar a 
the spinner wa concerned, the most important effect of 
hifting it no e ahead of the inlet in ucce sive incr ments 
was to increase succe ively the everity of the minimum 
pres ure peak on it Ul'face (fig. 19) . uch incl'ca es, as 
hown by the measurements of P. Ruden in the similar tests 
of reference 4, would cau e corresponding increa es in the 
pressure losse at the inlet at the lower inlet-velocity ratios 
and suc es ive increases in the value of the minimum inlet-
velocity ratio required to avoid such 10 ses. 
A comparison of the data of figures 1 and to 15 shows 
that the miillmum pressure peaks on the ACA 1-40- 040 
spinner when it no e was located at 0.60De and O. ODe 
ahead of the inlet were mu ch more negative than those for 
the normally located 0.60De- and O. ODe-length spinners of 
the same or larger maximum diameter. Thu for dual-
rotating-propeller installations, the long normally located 
ACA I -series spinner are uperior to pinners having 
cylindrical base sections ju t ahead of the inlet ,vith regard 
to the minimum value of inlet-velocity ratio, which can 
be used without inculTing flow separation. 
Effect of conical spinner.- A tudy of the surface pressure 
distributions over the ACA 1- eries spinner (figs. 8 to 15) 
showed that appreciable pre ure rises occurred ahead of the 
inlet at 10'''' values of inlet-velocity ratio. A conical spinner 
(fig. 3) was therefore tested in conjunction with the ACA 
1- 70- 075 cowling to d termine whether sLlch a modification 
to the spinner hape would reduce the velocities along the 
pinner and Lhereby r educe the pressme rise acting on the 
pinner boundary layer. A comparison of the surface pres-
sure distributions 0\7C1' the conical spinner with COlT pond-
ing press me distributions over ACA 1- eries pinners of 
the arne maximum diameter (fig. 20) show that the desired 
result was obtained at all test values of inlet-velocity ratio. 
Such spinners are therefore uperior to thc NACA I -series 
pinncl's with regard to the minimum value of inlet-velocity 
ratio, for which flow separation from the pinner surface i 
avoided, and are worthy of further research. 
INTERNAL FLOW 
Total-pressure distributions at inlet.- Total-pre ure 
di tributions acro s the annulu at the top of the inlet of a 
typical ACA I -series cowling-spinner combination with 
propellcr removed are shown in figure 2l. At an angle of 
attack of 0°, a pressure-recovery coefficient of unity wa 
obLained over mo t of the inlet at the higher inlet-velocity 
ratio. A the te t inlet-velocity ratio was decreased below 
0.5, however, the boundary layer on the spinner thickened 
rapidly and oon separated under the influence of the increa -
ingly evere adverse preSSLU'e rise; this eparation caused 
large losses in total pre ure (fig. 22). The effect of increas-
ing the angle of attack wa to increase the severity of the 
flow separation from the spinner at tbc lower-inlet-velocity 
ratio and to require the u e of a higher value of inlet-velocity 
ratio in order to avoid such separation. It hould be noted 
that the losses in inlet total pre sme caused by flow epara-
tion from the spinners would become increa ingly severe 
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F IGURE S.- Static-pressure distributions over top of NACA 1-55-100 cowling with 1-4()-OOO spinner. Propeller removed; M,=0.13. 
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F,GURE 9.-Static·prcssurc distributions over top of NACA 1-70-100 cowling. Propeller removed; J'£.=0.13. 
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(d ) a =6°. 
FIGURE ll.-Static-pressure distributions over top of N ACA 1- 70-100 cowling with 1-4Q-040 spinner. Propeller removed; M ,=O.l3. 
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1'1OU RE 13.-Statie·pressul'c d istributions ovcr top of N AC A 1-70-100 cowling with 1-40--{)80 spinner. Propeller removed; lVI. =0.13. 
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FIGURE IG.- Minimum pres ure coeffici filS for lop of spinners of representative NA A I·series cowling-spinner combinations. Propeller removed; ,\/.=0.13; a=Oo. 
Propeller operation cfl'ected large chanO"es in Lhe shapes of 
the total-pre sure distributions at the t p of th e inleL (fig'. 23 
a nd 24). In general, the total pre ure in th vicini ty 
of the cowling lip wer increased, wherea those near the 
spinner were redu cd . Thi radial Lotal-pre~ ure gradien t, 
which to a Ie er exten t would be pre ent even with Lhinner-
ailJoil-Lyp e propeller shanks, would cau e increa e in 
pre m e r ecovery with incrca e in the width of the inlet 
annulu and migh t be expected to encoLU"ag epara tion 
from the spinner a t the lower inlet-veloci ty ra lio . uch 
eparation wa not ob erved, however , and propeller oper-
a Lion either had a negligible effect upon or actuall~- red uced 
Lhe value of inlet-velocity ratio below which the mean inlet 
total pre ure decrea cd rapidly. (Sec fi g. 22 .) I t appears, 
t herefore, thaL with a conven tional propeller any de Labilizing 
effect of t h propeller on the bOUD lary layer are compen-
aLed for by additional eff ct po ibly inclLld iog: (1) the 
r emoval of Lhe spinner boundary layer along the propeller 
blade sUTfaces, (2) the introduction of larg - calc turbulen t 
mixing, and (3) the effec t of the swi rl introduced by the 
877377-50--3 
propeller in reducing the p ressure rise ac Ling on the boundary 
layer . Further research i n ce ary to establ ish the cfIec-
tivene of th comp n ating effect for the case of a 
propeller with thin-airfoil-type propeller hank. ince only 
one propeller blad angle \Va investiga ted , te t a rc de irable 
with propellers set at high blade angle uch as will be used 
by high-subsonic- p eed t ur bin -powered aircraft. 
Minimum inlet-velocity ratio for high pressure reeovery.-
Boundary-layer thicknesses at the top of the pinner of Lhe 
typical config uration being examined arc pre en Led in 
figures 25 and 26 a a funct ion of inlet-velocity rat io . T h 
curve arc of Lhe arne general hape and the break in the 
curves, which arc indica tive of Lhe on et of eparation, occur 
aL nearly Lhe arne inleL-velocity ra tio regarclles of the 
definition of boundary-layer Lhickne u eel . H enc, the 
boundary-layer th ickne 0 has been defined as the normal 
H ·-po di tance from the Lu·face to Lhe point where -'-- = 0.95. go 
The minimum inlet-velocity raLio for avoidinr flow epa-
ra tion also i defined ar biLra rily a a value 0.04 grea ter than 
• 
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FIOUIlE l7.-Minimum pressure coefficients for top of spinners 01 representative N ACA I·series cowling-spinner combinaLions. Propeller removed; M t =0.1 3; <>=6°. 
that corresponding 1,0 Lhe intersection of tangent to tb e 
inclined and approximately horizontal par t of thi ho undary-
layer-thickness curve. 
In correspondence with the discussion in the preceding 
section, it is no ted in figures 25 and 26 that propeller oper-
ation either did not affect or actually reduced the separation 
value of inlet-veloci ty ratio. Propeller-removed dala for 
a high-criti cal-speed fuselage coop (reference 6) whow that 
such separation values of inlet-velocity ratio arc essentially 
unaffected by large changes in te L M ach number and b.\' 
reasonable changes in boundary-layer Lhickness such as 
might be introduced by varia tions in the tran it ion point. 
A large increase in R eynolds num bel' might dec rea e the 
separation value of inlet-vclocit ratio; howeve r, any such 
decr ease would be expected to be small. Therefore, ina -
much as a maximum pressure recovery in the du cting gener-
ally is obtained at an inlet-velocity I"fLtio ju t grprtlcr than 
the maximum value for which the inlet How i eparated, 
the experimentally deLermined minimum values of inlet-
velocity ra tio for avoiding How separation in th e propeller-
removed condition arc considered to be optimum-design 
values. 
Boundary-layer thickn e ses on the tops of the spinners 
of a number of ACA 1- eri es co wling- pinner combination 
arc hown in figures 27 and 2. So long as the inlet lip was 
located at a rea onable eli tance (O.075Dc or greater) from 
the spinner mface, the inlet-vcloci ty ratios below which 
the boundary layers thickened rapidly were essentially a 
fu nction only of the proportion of the spinner and the 
angle of attack, as previously deduced from the pres ure 
di tribu tions on the spinners. H ence, wiLhin Lhe useful 
range of inlet-annulus wid ths, it was po si ble at each angle 
of atLack to determine a single minimum inle t-velocity 
ra tio for which eparation from ach pinner wa avoid cl 
J 
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FIG URE 18.- EtTect of spinner location on siatic-pressure distribution over NACA 1-70-100 
cowlin g with 1-40-0-10 spi nner. 0=0°; 1\/,=0. 13. 
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FIGURE 19.-Variation of minimum statio-pressure coefficient [or the NAOA 1-4()-()40 spinner 
with inlet-velocity ratio [or soveral spi nner positions. AOA 1-70-100 cowlings; a~Oo; 
M,~0.13. 
regardles of Lh e proportions of lhe cowling used . Such 
mmlD1UID values, which increase with increases in spin ner-
diameter raLio, spinne r-IengLh ratio , and angle of aLtack, are 
summarized in figure 29 . 
It was not po ible to determine single minimum value 
of inlet-velocity ratio fo r avoiding flow eparaLion from Lhe 
pinners where Lhe wid Lh of Lh e inlet annulus was Ie Lhan 
0.075Dc, because Lhe separaLion inlet-velocity ralio Lhen 
was no longer a func('ion only of the proporLions of the 
spin.ner. No aLLempt wa made Lo de Lermin e more accurate 
design condiLion for uch configw-ations; lhey are seldom 
used beca use Lhe large thickne of the spinner boundary layer 
relative to the inlet alUl.lllus re uH in a low pre sure recovery_ 
The minimum inlet-velocity ratio nece sary for avoiding 
eparation from the NACA I-series pinner (fig. 29) were 
higher than generally ,,-o uld be de irable for high pressure 
r ecovery. I n rcfereJ) ce I , values of 0.35 Lo 0.40 were indi-
cated for the pnrticular cowling-spinner combinations con-
sidered. Further gain in internal pressure recovery appear 
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Flcu n E 20.-EfTect 01 spinner sbape ou static·pressure distribution over spinner and 
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FIGURE 21.- Tota l-pressurc distributions at station 0.75 at top 01 inlet. N ACA 1- 70-075 
cowling with 1-4CHl60 spinner; propeller removed . 
po ible through the development of new familie of pumers 
with lower separation inlet-veloci ty ratios. In Lhi regard , 
the conical spinner of figure 3 and 20 i of in Lerest inas-
much as the pl'eviou ly noted el ecrea e in the everi ty of the 
preSS Ul'e rise ahead of the inlet, ob tained by ub titu ting 
this spinner for comparable NACA I-series pinner , re ul ted 
(fig. 30) in redu ction of 0.05 to 0.10 in the minimum usable 
value of ulleL-velociLy raLio . uch reduction would cause 
impor tanL gains in the ultima te pre sure recovery at the end 
of the diffuser; where not limi ted by the geometry of the 
propeller hub , addi tional gauls could undoub tedly be ob-
lained by increa inO' the cone angle. 
Maximum inlet-velocity ratio for avoiding separation from 
inside of lip .- At the higher inlet-velocity r atios the outward 
displacement of the sLagnation point on the inl t lip (fig . 31 
and 32) caused high local pres ure peak a t the in ide of 
the lip for both Lhe open-nose and pinner-in taned configura-
tions. Th ese minimum preSSUl'e coefficien t are summarized 
in fi gUl'e 33. Although appreciable scatter of the experi-
men tal da ta occUl'l'ed, presumably becau e of boLh the neces-
arily lim ited number of pre slIre orifice in the lip radii and 
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FIGU Il E n .- E ffect of inlet-velocity ratio and propeller 01' ration on weight d average tota l-
pressure coefficient at station 0.75 at top of inlet. r A CA 1- 70-075 cow ling with 1-'10-060 
spinner. 
th unstea.d y nature of th e fl ow, a definite effect of pinner 
lze is el i cemible when, as hown, an attemp t is made to 
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FIG RE 23.- Tota l-pressurc distributions at station 0.75 at lop of in l t. NACA 1- 70-075 
cowling with 1-40-060 spinner; propeller iLlst~, lI cd; a =O·'. 
diameters. W hen th e pinner diameter was mall with 
respect to the inleL diameter , small varia tions in spinner 
proportion had lit tle effect on the veloci t ie along the inner 
cowling-lip urface. ,Yhen the spinner diameter was in~ 
crea cd to the point where the inlet allnulu wid th wa.s 
O.075Dc or Ie s, however , these flow velocitie inc!' a cd 
markedly, possibly becau e of the effec t of th e pinner 
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F IGURE 24.- Total-pressure distributions at station 0.75 at tOI) of inlet. NAC.I 1-70-075 
cowling with 1-40-060 spinner; propeller installed; a=6°. 
boundary layer on the direc tion of the flow at the cowling 
lip . Propeli r o[.J eration (fig . 34) al 0 caused appl'C'ciable 
increases in the flow velocities along this surface by distort-
ing the radial total-pre Llre dist,ribution in the inl t (figs . 23 
and 24) and by reducing the efrective angle of at,tack of the 
cowling lip. 
Representative total-pressure-lo coefficient n1l'asul'ed by 
a total-pre ure tube 0.12 inch from th e inner S UI' ace of the 
bot,tom section of the inlet li p (the section wh en' t be mo t, 
severe separat,ion 10 se arc Ii kely to be ini tiated in the cruise 
and climb condit,ion ) are pre ented in figure 35 fran angle 
of attack of 6°. The formation of bubble of separation is 
indicated by the abrup t break in the e curve beyond which 
the 10 es increa cd rapidly unti l tbe local total-pressure 
coeffi cient became approximately eq ual to the local rface-
pressure coeffi cienL Tbe e data, whi ch arc typi cal for ali 
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Inlet-velocity rotio, l1/ Vo 
(a) Propeller removed. 
(b) Propeller installed; 1'.=0.02. 
(c) Propeller installed; 7',=0.06. 





FIGURE 25.- EfTect of inlet·velocity ratio and propeller operation on boundary-layer thick-
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Inlet-v e locity r atio, lIf/ Vo 
(0) Propeller removed. 
(b) Propeller installed; T,~ O.02. 
(c) Propeller installed; T,~O.06. 
(d) P ropeller installed; T,~O.1 2 . 
-
-
, . . 
-
1.0 
FIGU RE 26.- Effeet of inlet-velocity ratio and propeller operation on boundary-layer thickness 
on spinner at station 0.75 at top of in let. A A 1- 70-075 cowling with 1-40-060 spinner; 
0:=6°. 
whi ch separation bubbles fir t occurred were again es entially 
a function only of the proportions of the spinner. For a 
given spinner th e location of th e break in the e curves were 
'Vi hifted by a mu ch as ± 0.03 Vo from the m an value by 
changes in cowling proportions; however , no con i tent, t,1' nds 
were observed. 
The inlet,-velocity rat,io for which the t,oLal·pl'e ure-Io s 
coefficient wa 0.] , determined from plot of the type of 
figure 35, have been arbi trarily taken a Lhe maximum value 
for which appreciable separaLion bubble did noL occur. 
These limi ting value for high pre SUl'e recovery (fig. 36) 
increased wiLh increa e in pinner diamet,er and decrea e 
in pinner lengt,h and were undesirably low for t,he angle of 
attack encountered in low- peed flighL. A di cussed in t,he 
sec Lion entiLled " ritica1 Mach Jumber Charact,eri tic ," 
t,h e effect of an inc rea e in fligh t Mach number at, any fixed 
inlet-velocity ratio Ie s than 1.0 i to decrease the effective 
angle of attack of the cowling lip and , consequently, to reduce 
these already low limiting value. However, propeller 
operation, a shown in figure 37 by data obtained with 
hi elded total-pressure Lubes, 11a an oppo ing favorable 
effect which, a t t,he high propeller thrust disk-loading 
coefficients encount,ered in Lhe low- peed crui e and climb 
conditions, would more than cOllnterbalance the growth of the 
local pressure peaks wit,h increa es in NIach number. Fur-
thermore, t,he inlet to t,al-pre sure dist,ributions of figures 23 
and 24 st,rongly indica te that, the internal flow would eparate 
from the inner surface of the dilluser rather than from the 
cowling lip at rea onably high values of inlet,-vclocity ratios. 
It:, is concluded therefore that flow eparation from the inner 
portion of the cowling lip , while of major importance in the 
ca e of the NACA open-no e inlet , i no t of ignifi cant 
importance in Lhe ca e of the N ACA 1- erie cowling- pinner 
combination , except for extremely vere combinations of 
high inlet-veloci ty ratio and high angle of attack uch a are 
encountered in the take-off condition. 
B ecause of the impor tance of avoiding separation of the 
int,ernal flow in low-speed flight, tes ts were conducted on 
two repre entative cowlings to determine whether the upper 
limit of the eparation-free operating range of inlet-velocity 
ratio (fig . 36) could be raised by the addition of an inner-lip 
fairing . The ACA I-serie ordinate inverted with r espect 
to the reference line through the cowling lip (table I ) were 
u cd in tbis fairing (fig . 4) because the general applicability 
of these ordinates to higb-critical-speed configurations had 
already been establish ed and because the u e of these ordi-
nates would permit the region of high curvature to be k ept 
well forward. The addition of this fau'ing caused large re-
du ctions in the peak negative pressure coefficient on this 
surface at the higher inlet-velocity raLios (figs . 38 and 39) 
and corresponding large increases in the limiting values of 
inlet-velociLy rat io (fig. 40) . A fau'ing of this typ e therefore 
i desu'able for in tallations in which eparation of the internal 
flow from the inlet lip is likely to be encountered. In the 
case of cowlinv-spinner combina tions, it appeal' that such a 
fair ing need only be applied as a "glove" in the bo t, tom 
quar ter of the inlet. 
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(a) N ACA l-"'IO-o~O spinnrr. (b) N ACA 1-40-080 spinoer. 
(c) NACA 1- 30-Q60 spinner. (<\) NACA 1-40-Q60 spinner. (e) NACA 1-50-060 spin ner . 
FIGURE 27.-Boundary·layer thicknesses on top of a nnmber of spi nn( rs at sta tion 0.75 as a fnn ction of inlet· velocity ratio and cowling proportions. Propeller rrmoved; a=Oo. 
E XTE R AL FLO W OVE R COWLI NG 
tatic-pressure di tribution over the externfll cowling 
urfaces of several of the test configuration arc shown in 
figures 8 to 15, 1 , and 20. The phenomena hown are 
generally similar to t,hose di Cll sed in reference 1. At the 
lower inlet-velocity ratios, high negative pre sure peak 
usually occurred on the cowling lips becau e of 1 heir high 
effective angle of attack, and in the case of some of the sharper 
lipped cowlings these peak iniLiated separation of the ex-
ternal flow. As the inlet-velocity ratio was increfl ' ed, th ese 
negative pressure peak decrea eel progressively in everity 
until at particular values, determined by the cowling and 
pinner shapes and the angle of attack, the pressurc' di tribu-
tions b ecame essentially uniform. The surface pressure 
lecreased only lightly and the distributions of t,h se pre ure 
were es entially unaffected by large additional in ('rea s in 
inlet-velocity ratio; thus, for each cowling, the crit.ical speed 
increased only slightly and, pre umably, the extern al friction 
drag decreased only slightly over a wide range of inlet-velocity 
ratio above the value n cessary to eliminate the pres ure 
peak on the cowling lip. 'rhe effect of increa ing the angle 
of attack was to increa e th e severity of the pres ure peak 
on the top section of the cowling lip at the lower i.nlet-veloeity 
ratio and to increase the inlet-velocity ratio r equired to 
eliminate this peak. 
Some effects of cowling and spinner geometry on the di -
tribution anel magnitLlck of the urfa e pre ure on the 
cowling arc sho\\'11 in figures 8 to 15, 1 ,and 20. The inlet-
velocity ratio required to avoid a negative pressure peak 
on the co wling lip increased with increase in both cowling 
length and cowling inlet diameter ; at inlet-velocity ratio 
above the cri Li cal value , increase in th se arne variable 
decreased the minimum urface pres m e coeffici ent. In 
general, the addition of a mall-diameter spinner or a long 
spinner to the ba ic open-no e cowling did not cau e impor-
tant chano-e in th cowling pressure eli tributions. The 
addition, llo\\-ever, of a spinner with a laro-e rate of d crea e of 
cros -sectional a rca just ahead of the inlet, uch a a hort 
large-diameter pinner or a conical pinner, tended to cau e 
the formation of a negative pre sure peak on the cowling 
lip even at very high value of inlet-velocity ratio. 
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(a) N ACA 1-40--{)40 spinner. 
(e) N ACA 1-30-060 spinner. 
(b) N ACA 1-40-080 spinner. 
(d) NACA 1-40-060 spinner. (e) NACA 1- 50--{)60 spinner. 
FIGURE 28.-Boundary·layer thicknesses on top of a number of spinners at station 0.75 as a function of inlct·velocity rat io and cowling proportioJ)s. Propeller removed; a=Oo 
The inlet-velocity ratio for which the surface pres ure 
distribu tion on the cowling first becomes essentially uniform 
is a function of the free-str eam Mach number . A detailed 
discus ion of the effects of cowling and pinner proportion 
on thi important operating condition is therefore delayed 
pending an evaluation of the effect of Mach number . 
Propeller operation.effected increa e in both the sta t,ic and 
total pres ure in the vicinity of the cowling surface. The 
increases in static pressure (fig. 41) were large near the lead-
ing edge but were small neal' the position of maximum cliam-
eter . The increases in total pressure just outside the co wling 
bOlmdary layer (fig. 42) were approximately the same at the 
fore and aft rake location (fig. 5 (b)) and were somewhat 
Ie than valu es calculated for the ideal case of uniform 
propeller di It loading. Becau e the increases in total pres-
sure were greater than the increases in static pressure, 
except in the region of the lip , there wa a net increase in the 
maximum flow velocity along the surface which became of 
significant magnitude at the higher propeller thrust disk-
loa.ding coefficient . 
871377- 50-4 
CRITI CAL MACH N UMBER CHARACTERISTICS 
The critical M ach number has important design signif-
icance in that it is the lower limit of the range of Mach 
number within which significant force changes due to 
, hock can occm. umero u tests of wings and bodie 
have indicated that an appreciable margin may exist be-
tween the crit ical Mach number and the force-break Mach 
number, especially when the critical Mach number is deter-
mined by pressure ahead of the maximum thiclmes sta-
tion ; hence, the cri tical M ach number may be unnecessarily 
conservative for design purposes. The present discussion 
must be limited to the critical Mach number, however , 
because of the lack of data defining the margin between the 
two Mach numb ers. 
Extrapolation of low-speed test data,- In estimating the 
high-speed operationa.l characteri tics of a particular cowling 
from low- peed test data, uch as those of the present 
investigation, it is nece sary to consider the effect of increas-
ing the free-stream Mach number on the magni tude of the 
surface-pressure coefficients and on the minimum value of 
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FIGURE 29.- Minim um inlet·velocity ratios for which wlscparated boundary layers were 
obtained at statioll 0.i5 on top of NACA J·series spinners. Propeller removed. 
inlet-velocity raLio for whi ch the surface press ure d isLribu-
tion is esscnt ially un iform. Previous discu ion has pointed 
out that th e inlet-velocity ratio required Lo avoid flo w epara-
lion from the pinner necd not be con icl ered as it is essen-
tially unaffecLed by increa es in the frec-s tream :\ lach number. 
The Von K arman method of cxtrapolating the mca ured 
surface-prcssure coefficient (reference 7) wa shown in 
r eference 1 to be valid for co\ding data obtained at test, 
:Mach number a low as 0.3 0 long as sharp for \\~ardly 
located peak did nol occur in the mea~ Ul'ecl pre ur eli tri-
bution. A compari on in figure 43 of the resul t pre icted 
from the present data wiLh the higher-speed results of 
reference 1 1'how thaL the Von Karman method likewise is 
appli cable, \\'ith the ame re ervation, to t he pre en t data 
obtained at ate t :'1ach number of 0.13 ; hence, thi: method 
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FIGURE 3O.- Effect of spinner sha pe on boundary-layer thickness OIl spinner at station 0.i5 
at top of inlet. N ACA J-70-075 cowling; propeller removed. 
The data contained in figu r 43 how the important 
influence tbat the test ~lach number ha on the minimum 
value of inleL-veloci ty raLio for which the surface pr ure 
disLribut ion is es entiall y un iform and below which the 
predicLed criLi cal :\1ach number decreases rapidly owing to 
the formation of a negative pressure peak on the cowling lip. 
The clecrea e with increasing 1 1ach number ho\\"n wa 
ignored in making the elecLion harts of refer ence 1, because 
the h ift was in a con ervative direction and appeared mall 
for those tests and becau e thcoreLical j u tification for a 
correction was lacking. Thi hift , however, inu t be 
taken into account in analyzing and applying the 10w- peed 
daLa of th e present inve Ligatio n. 
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INVESTIGATION OF A SYSTEMATIC GROUP OF NACA I-SERIES COWLI JGS WITH AND WITHOUT SPIN ERS 25 
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(b) N A A 1- 5-{)50 cowling. 








FIG URE 31.- Static-pressuro distributions around nose sections of reI rcsentalive N ACA I-seri~s ra wlin gs. "Propeller rcmo\' cd; no s pinner; a =OD; .i\f, =O.J 3. 
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INVESTIGATION OF A SYSTEMATIC GROUP OF NACA I - SERIES COWLINGS WITH A D WIT HO UT SPINr ERS 27 
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(a) N ACA 1-55-100 cowling. (b) N ACA 1-70-100 cowli ng. (c) NACA 1-70-050 cowling. 
FIG UHE 33.- M inimum static-pressur~ coefficients for inner lip surfaces of typical N ACA I-series cowlings and cowling-spinner combinations. Propene!" removed; a=Oo; .M,=0.13. 
The problem of estimating the magni tude of the inlet-
velocity-ratio shift just discussed may be attacked theor'eti-
cally on the ba is of an extension of the work of Ruden 
(references 4 and 5) . (Sec append ix. ) By relating th e 
pre sur e force on the cowling to the change in pressure and 
rate of change of momen tum of the en tering air, Rud en ob-
tained an incompressible-flow expression for an open-nose 
cowling which can be written in the form (equation (5) of 
the append ix) 
( 1- 11i) 2 P _ 110 
CUV - (Vc)2 
1- d 
where Pc is the average pre sure coefficient on the external 
av 
cowling surface weighted with respect to frontal area. When 
compre sible-flow condition are assumed, this expression 
(as shown In the appendix, quation (10)) becomes 
20 
where 
The factor 0 is given in figure 44 as a function of th e free-
tream Mach number and the inlet-velocity ra tio. If it is 
assumed that the low-speed surface pressure di tributions can 
be extrapolated by the Von Karman equation to obtain 
possible smface pressure distribu tions at higher Mach 
numbers, this expression can then be u ed to find the inlet-
velocity ratios required by these higher- peed pre ure dis-
tributions. In the case of the NACA 1- 70- 050 open-nose 
cowling, for example, the measW"ed pressure distribution for 
which the predicted critical Mach number is 0.715 may be 
extrapolated to obtain pressure distribuLions for Mach 
number of 0. 30 and 0.715. Then, the inlet-velocity ratios 
for the tes t Mach number (0.13) and these two higher 
Mach numbers can be calculated from equation (1 0) of th e 
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FIGURE 34.- EfTcct of propeller operation on minimum static-pressw'e coefficient for inner 
cowling-l ip surface of N ACA 1- 7fHl75 cowlin g with 1--40-060 sp inner. a=Oo; 11[ ,= 0.1 3. 
appendix after each press ure di tribution i mechanically 
integrated to obtain the weigh ted average urface pressu re 
coefficient. For th is example case, the following comparison 
wit.h th e experimentall'e ulLs of figure 43 is obtained: 




I T est Calculated 
---
I I 
o. I ~ 0.39 0.36 
. :lO .32 .32 
. 71 5 . 22 .22 
T he calculated i nleL-vcloci ty ratios are hown to be in 
excellenL agreemenL with the values observed experimentally. 
The forego ing results indicate that equation (10) of the 
append ix and the imilar compressible-flow relation fo r 
cowling-spinner combinations (eq uation (9) of the appendix) 
can be u cd to calculate the increments of V i/V o through 
which each poin t on the test curves of lVlcr plotted acrainst 
V i/V o rou t be shif ted to co rrect the low-speed test data. 
(Sec fig. 43. ) H owever , the amount of work required to 
make uch corrections i proh ibit ively large in the present 
case even if only the po int ne-ar the knee of the curve a rc 
con id er-ed; also, the result for cowling-spinner combinations 
migh t be subj ect to appr iable' error as a result of the 
failure of th e Von K arman relation to predict accurately 
th e varia ti on of large po itive pres ure coefficient with 
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FIGURE 35.- 'l'otal-pressurc·loss coetHcients at reference t ube 0.12 inch from inner surface of 
cowling at station 0.75 a t bottom of inlet. Propeller removed ; a = 6° . 
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FIGURE 36.-~lraximum inlet·vclocity ratios ror which an appreciable separation Qubble was 
avoided at the bottom of the inlet. (Taken as the inlet-velocity ratio for which the total-
pressure losses at station 0.75 were O.lOqO at a reference tube 0.12 inch from the cowling inner 
surface.) Propeller removed. 
:Mach number. H ence, equations (9) and (10) of the ap-
pendix were examined in :1n attempt to determine a simple 
factor \~-hich ,,-ould accurately predict the shifts of the knees 
of the curve. As a result of this study, it wa found that 
the major parts of such shifts werc caused by the chanO"e 
in inlet-den ity ratio Pi/ PO which accompanies an increase in 
fl ight Mach number. This result can be explained phy ically 
(fig. 45) by considering that, for a constant inlet-velocity 
ratio , a change in inlet-density ratio requires a change ahead 
of the inlet in the area of the stream tube containing thc 
internal !10Vl and a corresponding change in the effective 
angle of attack of the cowling lip. At inlet-velocity ratio 
less than uni ty, the efIe tive ano-le of attack is decrea ed, 
whereas at inlet-v locity ratios greater than unity the effec-
tive angle of attack is increased. ,Thu , the minimum value 
of inle -velocity ratio req uired to obtain a uniform pre sure 
distribu tion on the external urface (Ie s than uni ty) de-
creases regularly with increase in fl igh t M ach number. 
F igure 46 shows the greatly improvecl correlation betw en 
the critical Mach number re ults ob tained in the present 
tests and tho c of reference 1 when the te t inlet-velocity 
ratio were mul tiplied by the inlct-clens i ty ratio Pi/ PO' Ex-
tensive analysis failed to uncover any other imple factor 
which wo uld more accurately predict the hift of the Jmee 
of the curves. In view of the previously di cussed d ifficul ty 
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FIGURE 37.- ElTcct of propeller operation on total-pre sure-loss coefficient at stat ion 0.75 at 
bottom or inlet. NACA 1- 70-075 cowling with 1-40-060 spinner. 
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a lways con en ·ative correct ion factor ,,"as used; all c rit ical 
:Mach number results of the prese nt r eport are presen ted a 
fun tions of the mass-flow coeffic ien t 
~ _ Ao _ A iXP iV I 
PoF'Vo - F - F Po Vo 
or the inlet-velocity ratio (~~).r which correspond to th; ", 
m as -flow coeffieien t at t he predicted cri t ical ':' l ach n umber. 
In.let-veloc ity ra lios con e pond ing lo the m:l ' -flow 
coeffic ients given in the pre ent report may be determi ned by 
u e of an inlet-area chart (fig. 47) and a conve r io n cha r t 
(fi g. 4 ) . A an ill us tration of the u e of the e cbart , 
suppo e that a part icular confi o- uration with a pinn er-
di amete r ratio DBIDe of 0. 30 and an inlet-diameter ratio dlDe 
o[ 0.72 ha a predicted criti cal Mach number of 0.65 at a 
m as -flow coefficient of 0 .]65. The inlet-area ral i A ilF i 
fir t delermined lo be 0.425 by reference to figure 47. T h en, 
by proceeding tllJ"ough fi g ure 4 a indi cated by tbe .'hor t-
da sh line, the inlet-velocity ratio COITe ponding to tbi 




coefficient is found lo be 0. 325 a compa red \\'ith the te t 
valu e of 0.3 5. 
N ACA I -series cowlings and cowling -spinner combina-
tions.- The pred icted critical Mach number characteristic 
of th e A A I-serie co wling-spinner combinations at 
angle of attack o[ 0°,2°, 4°, and 6° arc pre ent ed in fig ure 
49 to 7 as a function of the rna -flow coefficient a ncl com-
pared wilh the characteri tic of the ba ic open-no e cowling. 
A key to th ese data i ginn a table II. Th e inlet-velocity 
ratio 10ca Led b.y ti cks on the curve a rc the m inimum u able 
de ign values [rom the viewpoint of avo idin o- flow eparatio n 
from the spinners (fi g . 29) and arc therefore optimum with 
re pect to obtai nin o- minimum internal 10 se. Except for 
lh e relatively thin lip cowling , the e inlet-v elocity ratios 
usually 0 eLlr above Lhc kn e of th e cu rve and tbu define 
th e "de ign point " for the high- peed co ndition. However, 
when the e tick fall below the knee of the curv (fig. 64 
to 66) or wh en no p inner j u cd , th e mo t de irable rates of 
internal flow arc determined by the location of the knee, 
where th e pressure di tribution over the co wling first be-
com e e entially uniform. The method [or determining the 
latter typ e of de ign condi tion i outlined in Lhe ection 
entitled "Envelope Value of MeT and (Ft/Fo)er ." 
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FIGU nE 39.-EfTecL of inner lip shape on s ta tic-pr(,SS U.fC distribution ~l rou nd NA A 1- 5-050 cowling with 1-60-0 0 spinner. Propeller removed ; 0'=0°; M, = O.1 3. 
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Inlef - ve locity ratio, Vi /Vo 
(a) T ACA HlO-o75 cowling; (b) N AOA 1-60-075 cowling with (c) N AOA 1- 5-050 cowling witb 
no spinner. 1-4()-()6() spinner. 1-6O-()8() spinner. 
FIGURE 40.- EfTect of inner lip shape on total·pressure-Ioss coefftcient a't reference tube 0.12 Inch from inner surface of cowling at station 0.75 at top of inlet. Propeller removed; «=0°_ 
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FIGURE 41.- EtJect of propeller operation on static-pressore distribution over top surface of NACA 1-70-075 cowling with 1-40-060 spinner. lVf,=O_13. 
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FIGURE 42.- EfTccl of propeller operation on averago total-pressure coefficien t for flow just 
outside boundary layer of cowlin g. N A CA l-iO-Qn cowling with 1-40-Q60 spi nner; 
.• "'I, =0.1 3. 
Changes in spinner diameter hifted horizontally Lhe knees 
of the curves of M Gr plotted again t m/poFVo of figmes 49 to 
7 becau e of resultina- chana-es in the inlet area. Thr data 
for an angle of attack of 0 ° wore Lherefore reploLled in figure 
79 to 3 a a func tion of (T1dT1o)Gr to how the effect of pinner 
configuration on the aerodynam ic phenomena. In general , 
the addition of the smalle t-diameLer spinner (~:= 0.2) 
to the open-no cowlina- did not cau e large changes in the 
criti cal Mach numb er characteristic. Further increase in 
spinner diameter and chang s in the length of Lhe larger-
diameter spinners, however, frequently caused impor tant 
chana-es in the location of the knees and in the critica11Iach 
number above these knees. The natm-e of uch change 
depend ed primarily on Lhe boundary-layer-_epamtion 
characteristi cs of the spinners. 
\iVhen the flow was eparaLed from Lhe spinner, succe sive 
increases in either spinner diameter or spinner lengLh eau ed 
uccessive decreases in the inlet-velocity ratio at vhi ch the 
knee of the cri tical Mach number curve occurred. (See daLa 
in figs. 79 to 3, except those for the ACA 1- 70-1 0 and 
1- 5- 050 cowling .) This trend j believed to have re ul ted 
from growth of the separation region on the spinner, whi ch 
caused the divergence of the flow Lo take place farth er ahead 
of Lhe inlet. 0 long as the spinner flow wa separaLed at 
the knee of the Cllrve, th e magnitude of the cri tical 11ach 
number ill the important design range above the knne was 
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Inlet-velocity r.ot;o, Y; / Vo 
(a) T A C A 1-00-100 cowling; a= -0.2°. 
(b) TACA 1-70-100 cowling; a=-O.I°. 
(e) N ACA HlO-075 cowling; ,,= -0.2°. 
(eI) N A CA l-iO-QSO cowling; a=-O.l°. 
(c) NA A I-SO-ISO COWIUlg; a=-0.2°. 
t.2 1.4 
FIGURE 43.-E fTect of test M ach number on predicted critical Mach number for NACA. 
I-series opell-nose cowlings. ~ used as independent variable. Results from reference 1 
1'0 
indicated by broken lines. 
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FIGURE 44.-Factor- C in equations (9) and (10) of the appendix as a fULlction of inl · t·velocity ratio and free·strcam M ach nu mber. (ymbols are used only for purpose of identification.) 
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.Incompressible flow, ) 
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I i (u) ~<LlHI. 
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FIGl' RE 45.-Schematic diagram illustrating effect of com pre ibility on till' stre·lm tube 
containing the internal flow at a constant inlet-velocity ratio. 
When t he flow wa not separated [rom the spinner at the 
inle~-veloeity ratio corresponding to ~he knee of Lhe cri~ical 
Mach number cw've for any particular open-no r cowling 
(for example, the AC 1- 70- 100 and 1- 5- 050 cowlings , 
fig . 79 to 3), the phenomeniL were importantly differenL 
from Lbo e just di cu eel . 1nc1'ea ing the diam LeI' of a 
given-length pinner or decl'(~a ing the length of a given-
-diam tel' spinner shifted the knee Lo a higher inlet-velocit y 
ratio becall e tbe £low angle aL the cowling lip inel'(,3 .·('cl in 
accordance with the chano-e in slope of the spinnC'l' mface 
.ill t ahead of the inlet. The pinner pre sure distribution 
of figures 10 to ]3 indicate thaL a teepening of the advers(' 
pI' s lire gradienL ju t ahead of th e inlet was ]'cspon iblc for 
a large part of uch increa c in flow divergence at the cowling 
lip , Above tbe knee of the eurvc, the flow diverO'enee in 
t he region of the cowling lip \Va till affected by tIl(' pre enc(' 
of the pinner so that a chano-(' in spinner proportion' that 
hifted Lbe knee to a bigher inl t-velocity raLio al 0 cause 1 
decrea c in the criti cal11ach number above the knc('. As 
these decfea e and the magnitude of the h iTt of t h(' kn('(' 
both becoIT_e important in the ca e of the larg -di ameter 
plnner , the de irability of conclu cLing further J' (' eaJ'ch to 
develop pinner shape witb Ie sevcre adver e pre ure 
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(a) NACA H 30- IOO cowling; «= _0.2°. 
(b) NACA l - iO-IOO cowling; «= - 0.1°. 
(c) NA A l-oo-Qi5 cowling; «=-0.2°. 
(d) 1 ACA l - iO-050 cowling; «= -0. 1°. 
(0) NACA 1- 50-150 cowling; «= - 0.2°. 
1.2 1.4 
FIGU RE 46.- Effcct oC test Mach number on predicted critical Mach number for ' ACA 
p . Tf. on F 
I·series open·nose cowlings. ~ V:' =-FII -A used as independent variable. 
Po 0 Po 0 i 
Results from reference I indicated by broken lines. 
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FIGURE 47.-Variation of inlet-area ratio with in let·diameter ratio for several spinner·djameter 
ratios 
Except for these changes du to the spinner, the effects of 
cO'wling propor ions on the ritical :Mach number character-
istics of the N ACA I-sel'ie cowling-spinner combinations 
were generally similar to those for the N ACA l -series open-
no e cowlings (figs. 79 to 83) , As the trends hown have 
already been extensively discussed in reference 1, fLU"ther 
discussion is omitted herein. The effects of cowling pro-
portion on the de ign conditions are analyzed in detail , 
however, in a subsequent section of the r eport entitled 
"Envelope Values of lYIcr and (Vt/VO)CT-" 
Effect of spinner location.- The effects of the longitudinal 
location of the NACA 1- 40- 040 spinner on the critical 
Mach number characteri t ics of the NACA 1- 70- 100 cowling 
are shown in figure 84 . In order to be consistent with the 
re t of the r eport, the inlet area used in calculating the inlet-
velocity ratio was always taken to be the unobstructed area 
in the most forward plane at which the diameter of the inner 
surface of the cowling wa a minimum. 
With the nose of the spinner at the inlet, the influence of 
the pinner on the flow field ahead of the inlet wa small so 
that the critical Mach number haracteristic were very 
nearly the same a those for t he ACA 1- 70- 100 cowling. 
(Compare figs . 81 (b) and 84.) Thi result indicates tbat 
the design data for the NACA open-nose cowlings are di-
rectly applicable to the design of rota ting cowlings regardless 
of whether the propeller-hub fairing is located at or well 
in ide the inlet. 
When the nose of tbe spinner was located 0.15Dc ahead 
of the inlet or in its normal position (~c = 0.10), the knee 
of the cri tical Mach number curve was shifted to the right 
of the knee of the curve for the position ~c = 0 (fig. 84) be-
cause of t he pr eviously discu sed effect of the spinner in 
increasing tbe flow angle at the cowling lip. AI 0 , when the-
nose of the pilUleI' was moved to 0.60Dc and then farther 
forward to positions of interest for dual-rotating-propeller 
in tallation , the knee of the curve was shifted back to the 
left . Thi finding would appear to indicate that the spinner 
hould be cylinch'ical for a short distance ahead of t he inlet 
to reduce the flow angle at the cowling lip and thereby to 
increa e thc cri tical Mach number at t he lower inlct-velocity 
ratios. As previou ly notecl, however , the spinner flow 
became separated at the inlet-velocity ratio COITe ponding 
to the Imee of t he CUI've for the e forward spinnor locations. 
Such protrud ed spinner, therefor e, are inferior Lo the 
corresponding normally located spinners of the same length, 
which have approximately the same lmee inlet-velocity 
ratio with unseparated spinner flow. (See fig. 1.) 
Effect of conical spinner .- The advantage of u in?: a 
conical spinner t o reduce the separation value of inlet-
velocity ratio has previously been pointed ou t in the ecl'ion 
entitled "Flow over Spinner ," If the cowling used with a 
conical pinner of the type iliV15 t igated (fig. 3) ha a rpla-
t ively blun t; lip so that; the lmee of it cri tical Mach number 
CUI'V occurs at a very low value of inlet-velocity ra tio, the 
cri t ical Mach number characteristics hould no t differ 
appreciably from those for the open-no e cowling. When 
such a spinner is used with a relatively thin-lipped cowling, 
however, the increa e in flow anglo at the cowling lip causes 
a marked reduction in critical M ach number so that the 
critical Mach number characteristics are inferior to those 
for the cowling with a comparable ACA I-serie pinner 
(fig. 85); thi decrease in Mach number ,',,-ould be accen-
tuated by an increase in cone angle. Further research 
appear to be required, therefore , to determine if this 
undesirable characteristic of the conical pinner can be over-
come either by keeping the spinner cylindrical for a short 
distance ahead of the inlet 01' by modifying the cowling lip 
to allow for the change in the effective angle of attack. 
Effeet of cowling-inner-lip shape.- The effectivene s of a 
revi ed cowling-inner-lip shape in co rporating the N ACA 
1-sel'ie ordinate of table I has prcviously been shown in the 
section entitled "Internal Flow." Data pre ented in figure 86 
show that in tallation of the revi ed inner-lip shape did 
not appreciably affect the critical Mach number character-
istics of several widely different cowling configUl'ations. 
H ence, the design data for the standard N ACA 1- eries 
cowlings can be used to de ign NACA I-series cowlings 
utilizing this revised hape provided that the change in inlet 
area is takrn into account. 
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FIG URe ~8.-Varia tion of inlet-" elocity rat io with wass· f1ow coefficicn t [or given Mach numbers aod inlet-area ratios. 
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(Sce reference 1 or the appendix.) 
Effect of propeller operation.- Predicted critical Mach 
numbers for the ACA I-sel'ie cowling- pinner combination 
tested with and without a propeller are pre ented in figures 7 
and 8. The critical Mach number characteristics predicted 
for the propeller-installed condi tion from the pressure co-
efficient p = P-Po (fig. 87) are obviously in error since it ha qo 
been shown previously that propeller operation effccts in-
creases in the maximum velocities along the cowling urface. 
R easonable values of cri tical Mach numbers are obtained, 
however, if fictitious cri tical Mach numbers are first pre-
dicted from pres me coefficients based on the dynamic pres-
sure in the slip tream just ou tside the cowling boundary 
P-Po layer H u-Po and are then converted to values based on the 
free-stream velocity by multiplying the predicted valu es 
by VVo= / H qo . (See fig. 8.) Such values decrease 
u 'V -u-Po 
regularly with increases in propellel' thm t disk-loading 
coefficien t as req uired by the accompanying lll crease lL1 
velocity along the cowling surface. 
The lU1 ees of the curve of M eT plotted against (Vt/VO)CT for 
the propeller-in taIled condi tion always occurred at lower 
inlet-velocity ratios than was the case for the propeller-
removed condition regardless of the computational method 
used. (See figs. 87 and 8.) This shift is believed to have 
been caused in par t by the contraction of the slipstream, 
which changed the flow direction in the vicini ty of the inlet 
lip, and in part by the static pressme gradien t imposed by 
the slipstream. The inlet-velocity ratios which correspond 
to the selection points for th e propeller-removed condi tions 
ther efore appear to be amply conservative for design pur-
pose. A cross plot at the propeller-removed design value of 
inlet-velocity ratio (fig. 89) also indicate that within the 
high-speed range of fligh t condi t ion the decrease in cri tical 
Mach number clue to propeller operation i negligible ; thu , 
Lhe propeller-removed cri tical Mach number characteri tics 
of the presen t report are directly applicable without correc-
t ion fo r the pmpo e of design . I t is in teresting to no te in 
figure 89 that the decrease in cri tical Mach number due to 
the propeller was only abou t half as large when computed 
from the measured pre ure data as when computed on the 
basi of uniform propell er thrust disk loading. 
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FIGURE 49.- Predicted critical Mach numbers for the N ACA 1-55-150 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum design values of V i/Vo determined by separation from spinners.) 
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FIGURE 5O.-Pr dieted crit ical Maeb numbers for tbe NACA 1-5[)-15O cowling. (Ticks locatc minimum design values of V,./Vo dctermined by separation from spinners.) 
X. 
Propeller removed; ~ =0.60. 
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F IGURE 5L-Predicted eritieal Mach numb rs for the NACA 1-55-150 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum d sign values oC V./V. determined by seporation from spinners.) 
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FIGUR': 52.-Predictcd critical M ach numbers for tbe r ACA 1-55-100 cowling, ('l' icks locate minimum design values of V,/V. determined by separation (rom spinDer~.) 
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F,GURE 53.-Prcdicted critical Mach nu mbers for the :-fACA 1- 55-100 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum design values of V;/Vo determined by separation from spinners.) 
X 
Propeller removed; i=O.60. 
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FIGURE 55.-Predictcd critical M ach numbers (or the N ACA 1-55-050 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum design values o( V olVo determ ined by separation (rom s pinners.). 
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FIGURE 56.-P redicted cri t ical M ach Dum b rs lor the N ACA i -55-{)50 cowli ng. (Ticks locate minimum design values of Vi/V. determi ned by separation fTom spinners.) 
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FIGURE 57.-Predicted critical Mach num bers for the N A e A 1-55-050 cowling. (Ticks locatc minimum design values of V;/V. determined by separation from spinners.) 
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FIGURE 5S.-Predicted critical Mach numbers for the N ACA 1-60-100 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum deSign values of 1'./ 1'0 determined by separation from spinners.) 
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FIGURE 6O.-Predicted critica l i\fach nllmbors for the X ACA 1-60- 100 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum ign values of l'd l -o determined by separation from spinners.) 
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}'IGUHE 61.- Predicted critical Mach numbers for Lte NACA 1-60-075 cowling. ('l'icks locate minimum design values of V;/V. determined by separation from spinners) 
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FIGURE 6Z.-Prcdicted critica l Mach nu mbers (or tbe NACA 1-60-075 cowling. ('ricks locate minimum design values o( V;/ Vo determined by separation (rom spinners.) 
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FIGURE 63.- Predicted critica l M ach numbers for t he ACA 1-60-075 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum dcsign valucs of V;/ Vo determined by separation from spin ners.) 
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FIG RE 65.- Pred icted cliti cal1-lach numh~I'S for the 1\'ACA 1-70-100 co·.vling. (Ti cks locate minimum design ,-alues of 1';/ 1'0 determined by sepll'ation from spinners.) 
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FIGU RE 66.-Predicted cri t ica l M ach numbers for t he N ACA 1- 70-100 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum design values of V ;/ 110 determined by separation from spinners.) 
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FWIJRE 67.- Predicted critical Mach numbers fer tho NACA 1- 70-075 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum design values of Vi/ If, detoJ'l1'! ined by separation frolll spinners.) 
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FIG UR E Ga.-Pred ict d critical Mach numbers for the NACA 1- 70-075 cowlmg. (Ticks locate minimum design values of j/;/ V . determined by separation from spinners.) 
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FlGuRE 69.- Prcd ictcd critica l Mach numb rs for th 1\.ACA 1- 7(H)75 cowling. (Ticks locale minimum design values of V;!Vo determined by separation from spin ners .) 
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FrGURE 71.- Predicted critical Mach numb rs for tbe NACA 1- 7(H}50 cowling. (1' icks IDeate miuimum design values of V i/ V. determined by se paration from spinners.) 
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FIG URE 72.-Predieted critical )hcb numbers ror the NACA 1- 70-050 co\\'ling. (Ticks locate miuimum design values or , -,/, ', determined by separation rrom spillllers ) 
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F IGUIlE 73.-P red icted critical M ach n umbers for t be N AOA 1-81Hl50 cowling. (T icks locate mini mum design values of V;/Vo determ ined b y separation from spinners.) 
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FIG URE 74.- Predicted critical Mach numbers for the )JA CA 1- 5-1)50 cowling. (Ticks locate min im um design <-alues of 1',/ \ '0 determined by separation from s piIUlers.) 
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FIGURE i5.- Predicted critical Macb numbers for tho NACA 1- 5-050 cowling. ('ricks locate minimum design "alues of Vi/V, determined by separation from spinners.) 
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F JG UI<E 76.- P redicted cri t ical Mach numbers for the NA CA 1- 5-050 cowling. (Ticks locate minimu m design values of \ ',/ 1', determined by separation from spianers.) 
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FIG URE n.- Predicted cri tical M ach nu mbers for the NAC A l-8iHl50 cowling. (Ticks locate minimum design values of V;JVo determined by separation from spinners.) 
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F IGURE is.-J' redicted critic I ).tach num bers for the l\ AC A \- 5-050 cowling. (T icks I ca lc minimum design values of \ "/ 1'0 determined by separation Irom spinners.) 
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FIGURE 2.- Predicted critical ]I·l nch numb rs ror the 1\ AC A I-series cowlings and cowling .spinner combination as a runction or inlet-veloCity ratio. Propeller removed; a=Oo. 
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FwunE 3.- r~d i ct~d criticall\l ach num~rs (or th~ ~ACA \-seri~s cowlings and cowling-
spinn~r combin aTion as a function of inlcl·vclocilY ratio. Propeller remo ved; a = Oo. 
ENVELOPE VAL ES Of J1l ~ A:-ID ( V. Vo)" 
Typical cons truction ploLs, in which the criti cal :'fach 
number characteri Lic of cowling config uration with the 
arne inlet diameLer and pinner were g ro uped togeLher for 
the purpo e of deLermining envelope curves of cri Lical Mach 
number and inlet-velocity ratio , arc sho\\'n in fig ures 90 lo 92. 
A dis us cd in reference I , Lhe envelope ClIITe for each such 
family of cowlings has imporLanL ignifiea nce in th aL the 
cowling who e crili cal ~1ach number ClllTe i langC'nL Lo Lhi 
Clll'H at a given poinL ha Lb e minimum inJ et-velociLy ratio 
for which Lhe criti cal ~Ia h number CO ITC' poneling to thc 
point of tangency can be obtained by a ll," cO lding of Lhe 
family; wi th the given spinner , ucb a cO lding j al 0 Lhe 
hOJ, test cowling of any inleL diameter for II'h icll thi cri Lical 
:Vlach number an b e obLained at Lhi inlet-velociLy ratio, 
Therefore, when Lhe flow is noL eparated from lhe spinner 
or when Lhi con id eraLion i igllored, thc de ig n inleL-
veloc ity ratio a nd lhe de iall critical ~Iach number for a 
aiven cowling arc con idcred Lo be th yallie corre ponding 
to the point of langency of Lhe criti ca l ~fach number curve 
for lhe cowling wiLh iL respect ive envelope eurye. 
Envelope value of criLical 11ach number and inlet-
velocity ratio for the ever al ACA l -se]'i e co wling investi-
gated are pre ented in figm e 93 and 94 as a function of 
pinner proporLio ns. The aclcl i Lion of pinner Lo Lhe open-
no e cowlings h ad an almo L negligible efrect on Lhe envelope 
criLical lIach numbers in mosL cases, However, in acco rd-
ancc witb the previous discu sion of Lhe cHe t of pinn crs on 
thc location of the k:nee of the crili cal ~I ach number curves, 
lhe envclope inlet-velocity r atio [o J' the cowling-sp inncr 
combination were u lIall:y Ie than tbose fo), the open-nose 
cowling when the flow wa eparated from lhe pinnc)'s and 
were u uaily higher Lhan Lho e for the open-no e cowling 
when the {iolY was noL eparated from the spinner . 
The envelope cri Lical1fach number foJ' t be N ACA , - cri es 
co wling co nfig uraLions inves tigated arc shown in fi g ure 95 as 
f . f ., II I . I Y' d a . unctIOn 0 an empH'] a r (etermJll e( parameLel X Dc' 
All lhe open-no c co wling data exhibiled an excellen t eI('gree 
of co rrelation on th e ba i of thi parameter a nd were in good 
agreement wiLh the higber :'fach number cl ata of reference 1-
A would be expec led on th e ba i of figure 9:3 and 94, the 
dala for lh e several co wling- pinner combinaL ions a l 0 
correlated Lo an aceepLable degree on the arnc lin C' a Lhe 
data for tbe open-no e cowlings. On th e ba i of the vari-
ation shown, i t, i ev id ent Lhat within the usual range of 
inleL-diameLer ral ios th e envelope cri tical :'Iach number 
incr ea e with il1crea C' in either co wling lengt h or cowling 
inlet diameter. ually in crcasing the co wling length i the 
more effecti m ean for oblaining a req uired inerea e in 
crilicalllIacb l1umber. 
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FWURE 4.-EITecL of spinner location on lhe pred icted critical i\Iacb number for lbe NACA J- iO- IOO cowling with the J--ll)-o1O spinner. Propeller remo .. ed. 
The surfl1c pressure di tributions over Lhe NA A I- sCI'ie 
cowling arc not ab olutely uniform at their envelope selec-
tion condition. As a re ult, the envelope inlet-velocity 
ratios for the e cowlings arc somewhat higher lhan values 
calculated by mean of equation (10) of the appendix, for 
cowling having the same critical Mach number and Lhe 
ame inlet diameter but having harp inlet lips and ab 0-
lu tely uniform urface pressure distribution (fig. 96). As 
hown in figlll'e 96, however, a fixed relation hip exist 
between the two els of inlet-velocity ratio. The inleL-
velocity mtio [or any given ACA 1- eric open-nose cowling 
therefol'e may be estimated with acceptable accuracy by 
fll'st cal ulating the inlet-velocity rat io requi.red by the 
smface pres mes on the C01're ponding theoretical open-nose 
cowling (by use of equation (10) of the I1ppendi.-,,) and then 
by ol'l'ecling the value obtained with reference Lo figure 96. 
The in ertion of an N ACA 1 eries spinner can be a sumed 
to have a negligible efrect on the envelope value of cr itical 
~1ach number for any particular NACA I- series open-nose 
cowling. (Sec fig . 93 lo 95. ) AI 0 , the precedinO' paragraph 
has pointed out a mean for calcula tinO' the envelope inlet-
velocity rat ios for the open-nose cowli ngs. It i necessary 
onl)~ to eslabli sh the eHeeL of spi nner proportion on the 
)'eq uired value of inlet-v loci ty raLio, therefore, in order to 
uti.lize the aVl1ilable NACA 1- eric open-nose-cowling data 
in the design of JACA 1- eric cowling-spinner combination 
out ide lhe range of cowling proportion inve tigated. As 
an appl'oa h lo Lhe problem of deLermining thi efT ct of 
spinner proportions, an atLemp t wa made 1,0 comp ute (by 
means of equation (4) of the appendix, with lhe kin-friction 
lrag of the spinn er bing neglected) lh inlet-velocity ralio 
1'eq uircd aL the te t ?--lach number to obtain a predicted 
c1'iLical Mach number [ 0 1' each cowling- pinner combination 
wi th un epal'aLed spinner flow equal to the envelope critical 
)'lach number for the opcn-nose cowling u cd as it basic 
component. "hen the actual pl'essul' clistribut,ions on the 
co wling-spinner combination were u cd in the calculation, 
lhe calculated and exp rimental valu e of required inlet-
velocity ratio (fig. 97) were generally in good agreement at 
mall value of pinner-diameter ratio. Appreciable dis-
crepancies existed in orne ca e at large values of pinner-
diameter ratio, however, probably becau the minimum 
pre m e peaks on the inner urface of the cowling, which 
contributed groatly to the Llu'u t force on the cowling at the 
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Fw! HE 5.- Effect of spinner shape on Lhe pred icted critical ]\fach number for Lhe :-iACA 1- 70-075 cow ling. Propeller realoveJ. 
higher inlet-velocity ratios, were very sen it ive \'0 
change in lip con tour such a may have exi ted aL section 
of the inl et lip out ide the immediaL region of the mea uring 
station. When the mea W'ccl prc sure on the pinner were 
useeli n the calcula tions in conjunction wi th thc average 
surface-pre ure coe rftcienL for thc basic open-no c co wli ng , 
the agrcemenL between th e calculatcd and the experimental 
value of l'equil' d inlet-velocity raL io again wa ge nerally 
sat isfacto ry at mall values of pinner-diameter ratio where 
the in edi on of Lhe spinner would be expected to have only 
a small effect on the pre U l'C el i Lributi on over the op en-no c 
cowling. Thu , if the pi nner d iamete r is small wi th respect 
to the inlet diameter of th e propo eel cowling and if pres ure 
distri buLion over the spi nne[' when inserted in a co wli ng of 
approximately the inlct d iam eLer onsidered a rc exi te nt, a 
rough est imate of Lhe inlet-velocity ratio requircd by the 
propo cd eo wling- pinner combination (aL the M ach number 
fo r which the tcst data are available) may be obtained a 
follow : 
(1) Calculate Pea. for Lhe cowling a t i L envelopc value of 
Vt/Vo. 
(2) alC'ulaLc p Sa. foJ' the sp inner at V dVo just greater 
than th e envelopc value for tbe cowling. 
(3) U e Pea. from tep (1 ) and p sa• from step (2) ilnd 
calculat e V ;/Vo for the cowling-spinner co mbination from 
equa tion (4) of the appendix. 
(4) Compare the calculated value of V t/ Vo of tcp (3) 
with tb e valu e a sum ed in s tep (2) . If Lhe Lwo value differ 
appreciably, a sume a new pinner prcs ure Ii tribuLion 
OtT(' ponding to V t/Vo obtained III tep (3) and rcp at 
teps (2) and (3). 
(5) R epeat tep (4) until the ass um ed and calcul ated 
values of V t/Vo agre . Thc V t/ Vo fi nall~- obta ined i tb 
r equired value. 
I na mu ch as eq uat ion (4) of tbe append ix predicts the 
effect of pin l1C' r propor tio ns on Lbe required inlet-velocity 
ratio for a given cowling wilh reasonable accuracy (fig. 97), 
equation (9) and (10) of thc appendix can be u ed to t ucly 
the effect of ),Iach number on the incremen t by wbich the 
en velo pc inlet-velocity ratios for the KACA I-seri e open-
no e cowling m ust be incrca eel to allow for th e inser tion of 
NACA 1- cries spinner. Con id er, for instance, Lhe A A 
1- 70-100 open-no e cowhna- and th e N ACA 1- 70- 100 cowling 
wi th the T ACA 1-40- 060 and 1- 60- 060 pin ners install ed. 
If for the e onfiguraLions the mea ured pre sur eli tribu-
tion a rc extrapolated by use of tb e Von K arm an rel ation to 
tb e predicted cri tica11Iach number for tbe open-no e cowling 
(0. 22) and th e corresponding inlet-velociLy ra tio arc cal-
culated by usc of eq uation (9) and (l 0) of the appendix, the 
following eompari on wi th thc low-speed values of figure 97 
i obtained: 
' ·" \ '0 
NACA 1'est a lculatcd spinner 
"\[0= 0.13 .\(0= 0.13 M o=O.22 
~on(' 0.67 I-o~-I 0.57 I 0-060 . i2 .14 .67 
1-(30-060 1. 03 1. 04 1. 08 
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These re ul t indicaLe that Lh e change in required inl et-
velociLy ratio caused by Lh e addiLion of a spinner i su b-
sLanLially Lhe ame a t high speed a aL low peed . Th e 
experimenLally d termin ed inlet-velocity-ratio ineremrnL 
of figures 93, 94 , and 97 therefore appear to be direcLly 
applicable Lo th e eXLrapolation problem eli cussed in t he 
preceding pftragraph . 
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(a) NACA l-fj(}-()i5cowli ng. 
(b) "AOA I-OO-{)i5 cowling witb 1-40-060 spinner. 
(c) NAOA 1 5-050 cow li ng with H l(Hl80 spinner. 
(e) 
1. 4 
FIG HE G.- Effect of inner li p shape on predicted critica l M ach nu mber of lop surface of 
cowling. ]"lropC'llcr removed. 
OEVELOPM ENT OF SELI~CT I ON C HARTS 
The m r Lhod used for elec t ing the de ign condition for the 
ACA 1- eric cowling-spinner combina tion i illLl trated in 
figure 9. The envelope value of criti al ~1aeh number and 
inlet-vclociLy ratio , labelrd CD, were ahYay used unle Lhey 
fell to the leEL of the ver tical line " 'b ich identine the mini-
mum inl t-velocity raLio for which flow eparation from the 
spinner wa avoid d (fig. 29) . When Lhe knee of the curve 
for a given cowlina fell 1,0 Lhc left of Lhi ver Lical line, the 
de ign condition corresponding to th poin t of intersect ion 
of Lhe criLi al ::'I1ach number curve wi th tb i vertical lin e, 
labeled 0, were sclecLed. The cowlina- pinner combination 
wiLh it kn ee curve tangent Lo the envelope clltve at point 
CD has the highe L criti cal Mach number that can be ob tain d 
aL the pecified lower limiting value of inlet-velocity ratio by 
any cowli ng- pinner combination of the family; in accord-
a nce with th co ncept of referen e 1, uch a configuraLion 
i hereafLer referred to as an "op timum combination." 
The separation-free de ign condition for Lhe ACA 1- ri s 
cowling- pinner combination obLainecl a ju t discus ed are 
pre ented in figm'e 99 and ]00 a a fun ction of spinner 
p ropor tion . The ligh tly irregula r varia Lions in Lhe 
de ign inl t-velocity ratio for sevel'al of the thinner-lip 
cowlings resulted from the variation in pinn r proportion 
which caused change in the flow phenomena on Lbe pinner 
and, therefore, require I cbange in the sclection method. It 
should again be DoLed tha t th e values of inlet-velocity ratio 
and mass-flow coeffi cien t specified in this ngure are high 
enough to avoid appreciabl negative pre m e p ak on Lh e 
co wling lip ; fm'th l' increa es in the ra te of inte rnal flow will 
th rcfore increa e the cri ti al 11ach number onl y a mall 
amount. 
Cowling selection chart ba cd on the data of figm 99 
and 100 arc pre enie l in figures 101 a nd 102. The da hed 
line which divide the cowling- pinner har t into two parts 
lefine the op imum combinaLion havina Lh e maximum 
criLical M ach number obtainable at the minimum inlet-
velocity ratio for un eparatecl spinner flow . Above the e 
lines, wh ere the design condition were determined by Lhe 
location of the kn ee of the cm've of AieT plo t ted again t 
(V i /11o)", the variaLions were establish d by cro -plotling 
Lhe envelop da ta of fwure 9 and 94 (extrapola ted a rca on-
a ble amounL) a a fun ction of Lhe cowling-inleL diameter and 
cowling-length ra tio. Below the da hed line , where the 
de ign condi tion were determined by the consid ern,tion of 
avoidina flow separaLion from th e pinners, th e varia Lion 
were obtained by imilady cro -plo t Ling all Lb e data in 
figures 99 and 100 for which the design inlet-velociLy ratios 
were tho e defin ed in ftgm'e 29. The Jarge a,reas below Lh e 
dashed line again point out the de irability of developing 
new familie of pinner which can br u ed at lower value. 
of inlet-velocity ratio tban Lho e of the ACA 1- cries 
spinners wiLhout incurring flow eparaLion ahead of th e inlet. 
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a=Oo; ~=0.5 1 (t he selection point for the propeller- removed condition, figs . 7 and 8) . 
Vo 
The large break in the el'i t ieallIaeh numb er con tours of 
figure 101 and 102 may be explain ed by reference to figure 9 . 
So long as the design inlet-veloci ty ra tios fell to th e riO'b t 
of the ver tical line, th e de ign critical M ach nmnb er 
followed th e envelope curve wi th decrease in cowling 
length. When th e cowling length decreased beyond tbat 
for th e op timum combination (poin t em, however, th e design 
cri tical M ach numbers dropped b elow the envelope curve 
along th e ver t ical line 0 that th e cri t ical lIach numb ers 
cb angedless rapidly wi th fur th er decrea es in cowling length 
th an would be th e case if th e ele ign condition were assumed 
to occur along the envelope curve. In oth er words, wh en 
th e required inlet-velocity ratio was higb er than that corre-
sponding to Lh e knee of the curve of lYl cT plotted against 
(V i/V a)cT as is th e case below th e daslled lin es of figure 101 
and 102, the design cri tical lIach numb er was omewhaL 
greater th an that corre ponding to the kn ee of th e curve . 
The corresponding small breaks in th e CLI rves of m / PoFV a 
of figures 101 and 102 may be expla ined in a similar manner. 
D esign data for th e N ACA 1- cries open-nose cowlings 
ob tained in the presen t inves tigation are pre cn ted in fig-
ures 101 and 102 in th e sam e form as the de ign data for the 
NACA l-series cowling- pinn er combination . Th ese daLa 
are also replo tted in figure 103 wi th the parameter m/poFVo 
l'eplac el by th e parame ter (V t/VO )CT Lo facili tate th e usc of 
these da ta in tb e general design procedure ou tlin d in th e 
next ec tion of th e repor t. The values of cri tical M ach 
number and inle t-velocity ratio for particular owling given 
in figure 103 arc approxima tcly th e arne a those specified 
in th selection charts of reference 1 ; orne differences exis t , 
however , b ecause of d ifferences in the m ethod L1 sed to extra-
polate the test data. 
COWLI NG SEL E CT ION 
The op timwn cowling-spinn er combina tion for a given 
a irplane i considered to be the one for wbich the operating 
inlet-velocity ra tios are a minimum and for which , under all 
important flight conditions, the flow i un eparated from th e 
pinner anel tb e critical M ach number i equal Lo or greater 
tban th e free-stream Mach numb er. In the pre ent e t ion 
of the repor t, a procedure for th e selec tion of tbe op timum 
J ACA I-ser ies cowling- pinner combination is first pl'e-
en ted . A generalized procedure permi t ting selection of 
ACA I -ser ies cowlin g for u e wi th any spinner-propeiler 
configuration for which certain application lata arc available 
i then develop ed and illu tra ted . Finally, a m ethod i 
ou tlined for extrapolating the pre en t cowling-spinn er design 
data through tb e usc of figure 95 , figure 6, and quation 
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FIG TJ RE 91.-Construction Curves ror the determination or em'elope values or prcdicted critica l Mach number and inlet-velocity ratio. Propeller removed; cowling-spinner combinations, 
N ACA 1-30-040 spinDer. 
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FIGURE 92.- Construction CUrves for the determination of envelope values of predicted critical M ach nW1Jber and inlet· velocity raLio. Propeller removed; cowling·spinner combinations, 
NAOA 1-4D-060 spinner. 







































(lI) 1\ ACA 1-55-150 cowling. 
(d) NACA 1-60--100 cowling. 
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(b) NACA 1-55-100 cowling. 
(e) NACA Hl(H)75 cowling. 











(c) NACA 1-55-{)50 cowling. 
(f) ACA 1- 70-100 cowling. 
(i) N ACA 1-85-{)50 cowling. 
FIGURE 93.-Envelope values of pred icted critical ~ach number and inlet·velocity ratio as a function of spinner proportions. Propeller removed ; «=0°. 
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(a) 1 ACA 1- 55-150 cowling. 
(d ) N ACA 1-60-100 cowling. 
(g) NA CA 1- 70-075 cowling. 
(b) N A CA 1-55-100 cowling. 
(0) NACA 1-60-075 cowling. 
(h) NA A 1- 70-050 cowling. 
(c) TACA J- 55-050 cowling. 
(I) NACA 1-70-JOO cowling. 
(i) NACA 1-85-050 cowling. 
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Fl nll RE 95.-EtI ct of geometric proportions of NACA 1-s ries cowli ngs on em'elope ,' alues of predicted critical M ach numb r. Propeller removed; a=Oo . 
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FIGURE 96.- omparison of envelope values of ( I ';1 1 '0) " for NACA J-serics open-nose cowl-
ings with values calculated for eq ual critical M aeh number cowlings ha\-ing same inlet 
diameters, sharp inlet lips, and absol utely uniform urfnce l)reSSUre distributions. a=Oo. 
Design procedure for NACA I-series combinations .-
JACA 1- eric cowling- pinner combination within the 
range of proportions invc tigated may be elecLed by tbe usc 
of figures 101 and 102 provided LhaL Lhe propeller-shank 
configuration i imilar Lo Lhe one inve Ligated. For xampl , 
a ume thaL i t i de ired Lo de ign a cowling- pinner 
combination for a 3,000-ho r epower ga -turbine unit to 
be mounted in a 40-inch-cliameter nacelle (frontal area, 
F= .73 q fL) . Al 0, a ume that tbe effective angle of 
aUaek of Lhe cowling axi and the no-ine a ir-flow require-
ment a re known for aU Ilight cond ition. The required 
de ign p rocedure i then a follow: 
(1 ) elect for con ideration the followino- h igh- peed 
operating condition which appear to offer the mo L e,-ere 
combination of high fligh t l\Ia h n umber and low inlet-
veloci ty ratio: 
Operating altitude, feet. ______________ - ---------------
Air density at alLitude, Po, s lu g per cubic fooL ___________ _ 
Flight pc d, Vo, feet per second (538 mph) _____________ _ 
Effecth-e angle of attack of cowling cenLer line, ct, degree __ _ 
Flight l\I ach I}umber, lYro _________ - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --
Total combu Lion and cooling air fiow, In, slug per second __ 








(2) From a layout of the propeller hub and the engin 
in tallation, determine thaL Lhe JACA 1-45- 050 pinner is 
the mallesL pinner w'hich will enelo e the propeller hub and 
will fair moothly to Lhe fixed hlct ing of th e engine. The 
data of fio-ure 29 how tbat tbi m inimum- ize pinner should 
be used a it has a lower separation value of inlet-velocity 
ratio than that of longer or larger diameter ACA 1- cries 
pmner . 
(3) With a=Oo, Mo= 0.81, and FmTT = 0.15, select in Po v 0 
figures 101 and 102 the following opLimum cowling propor-




di D X /D 
1-40-040 O. Il-ll 0.932 
1-40-060 .626 .00 
1-50-040 .6i7 I. 023 
1-50-060 9 .929 
(4) D eLermi ne by cro inLerpolat ion that the ACA 
1- 66- 095 cowling is opt imum for Lbe de ign conditions 
con i d ered. 
(5) Const rucL eurve of ~~;[cr plotted againsL m/poFVo for 
tbe NACA 1- 66- 095 cowli ng with the 1-45- 050 spinn r (for 
angles of aLtack of 00 , 2°,4°, and 6°) by interpolation of the 
data pre ented in figur s 49 to 7 . 
(6) Check all known operating condition against the 
curves of tep (5). If, in any important flight condiLion, Lhe 
critical Mach number is les than the fligbt Mach number or 
the mass-flow coefficient i lower than th e mininlUm value 
fo r avoiding flow separation from the pinner, repeat teps 
(3) to (6) (usc the more criLical design condition 0 deter-
mined) to selecL a new cowling. 
Addi tional consideration may necessiLate the choice of a 
different cowling_ For instance, if Lhe inner-lip fairing of 
figure 4 is to be applied to a large percen tage of the inner-
cowling-lip urface to reduce the likelihood of flow eparation, 
it is desirable ,wh ere the design inlet velocity is determined by 
tbe consideration of flow separaLion from the pinner, Lo use 
a slightly larger inlet-diameter cowling in order to allow for 
the inlet area blocked by the revised fairing. Also, iL may 
be found that the exterior line of the cowling initially elected 
do not clear the engine in Lallation. In uch a ca e it i 
neces ary to start with a larger-diameter pinner and thereby 
choose a cowling with a larger inlet diameter; if thi process 
leads to the u e of an excessively high inleL-velocity ratio, it 
may also be de irable to increase the maximum diameter of 
the nacelle_ 
General design procedure.- A number of de ign considera-
tions are automatically Laken into account in the preceding 
cowling-selection method. A more fundamental design pro-
cedure utilizing figure 47, 4 , and 103 or the comparable 
design charts of reference 1 will now be presented to explain 
these considerations. This procedure, which treats the 
individual effects of the spinner and the propeller on the 
performance of the open-no e cowling separately, is essentially 
tbat presented ill reference 1 with the addiLion of the fol-
lowing quantiLative applicaLion data for the particular 
family of spinners and the propeller tested: 
(1) The minimum inlet-velocity ratio for unseparated 
inlet flow (fig. 29) 
(2) The eH ct of the pinner on the envelope critical Mach 
number of th e cowling (figs. 4, 93, and 94) 
(3) T he eHect of the pinner on the envelope inlet-velocity 
ratio of the cowling (figs. 84, 93, and 94) 
(4) The efte t of the propeller on the design conditions 
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Experimen t al I I I I 
- 0- - Calcula ted f'r am pre ssur s 
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Ds/D 
(11) N AC A 1- 70-100 cowling; .IJ,,=0.82. (b) :--'A C A 1- 70-07.; cowling; "IJ,, =0.7 . (c) N A C A 1- 5-(j.<;(j cowling; 11'(,,=0.7 . 
FUi T' RE 9i .- Experimcntai and cairubtcd c fleets o! spinner proportions on inlrt· \·C' locity nuio req uired lO obtain a critical ~ rach number equal to the design ," o. lue for the 01)('n -1105(, cowling. 
~"' low on'r spinners not se parated; 0: = 0°, 
As pointed out in the preceding di cu sion om e appli ca tion 
data for hem i pherical-nose spinners are given in rcf('I'enee 4, 
data on Lh e pl1r ticular conical spinn er of th e pre en t 
inve t iga lion are presented in fi gure 20 , 30, and 5, an d 
da ta pre ented in references 2 and 3 afford a beginning to 
th e solu tion of tb e propell er-cowling in terference problem . 
Tb me thod considered tb erefore has immediaLe application 
Lo the d e ign of N ACA I-seri es cowling for use wi th hemi -
ph eri ai-nose spinner ard conical spinner similar to tbe 
on e inve tiga ted. Wb en the exi t ing applica tion da ta a rc 
supplem en ted by th e recommend ed sp inn er- bape and pro-
peller-interference research, lhi m ethod th en can be u cd in 
th e design of ACA I-seri e co \\-ling configura t ion incor-
porating desirable changes in spinn er and propellr]' geometry. 
Th e pl'Opo cd general design method a ume that inlet-
fl ow tab ili ty determines the minimum inlet-velocity ratio. 
Thu , afte]' cl ue allowance is made fo r th e u ually mall 
effects of the pin ner and propeller on the elec lion value of 
cri Lical Mach number , an AC l -serie cowling i cle ted 
for th e inlet- liameter ra tio corl'rsponding to th i critical 
yalue of inlet-velocity ratio. Then, the envelope inlet-
velocity ratio for th e cowling so elected i co rrected for the 
presence of the pinne r and the resulting value compared 
with th e separaLion inle t-velocity ra tio . If Lh e envelope 
INVE TIGATIO OF A SYS'J'EMATIC GROUP OF TACA I-SERIES COWLINGS WITH D WITHO 'J' PIr ERS 5 
Minimum V;/Vo for avoidance 
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Critical inlet-velocity ratio, (Vi/Vo)er 
FIGU HE 98.-lllustra tion of method used for selecting design pOints. 
inlet-velocity ratio for the co wling-spinner combination i 
lower than the separation inlet-veloei Ly ratio , th e elec ted 
cowling is the one required. However , if the envelope inlet-
velocity ratio exceeds the eparation inlet-velocity ratio , the 
selection procedw'e mus t be repeate J, with th e intcrmediate 
values of inl t-velocity ratio being u ed , until both design 
criterions are sati fi ed at th de ign mas -Row coefficienL. A 
an illustration of this de ign meLhod, as ume that Lhe spinner 
con idered has th e same maximum diameter ratio and de ign 
charactcri tic a the A ]- 40- 060 pinner and that Lhe 
propeller i imilar to the one inv tigated. AI 0, a sume 
Lhat the design critical M ach number is 0.82 , the design 
ma -How coeffi cien t i 0 .23, and Lhe design angl of atLack 
is 0°. Th e selection procedure i th en a follow : 
(1) From figure 29 or equivalent, determine (~i) . for 
v 0 -;nUl 
unseparat 1 inlet flow· to b e 0.5l. 
(2) Wi h (~i) ,1'v.lcr, and m/poFVo known, determine Vo min 
At/F to be 0.36 from figure 4 . 
d (3) R ead D
c
= 0.72 from figure 47 . 
(4) From unseparatetl-spinner-flo\\' data of figure 93 or 
quivalent, determine that for open-no e cowlings with 
~c= 0 . 7 and M cr= O. addition of the spinner considered 
doe not change M er (a is typical for pinners which arc 
e sentially cylindrica,l for a hor t di tance ahead of the inl et) 
but incr ea es (~:)er by 0.04. 
(5) From figure or eq uivalent, clet,ermine that pro-
p Hel' operation also does !lot chano-e M rr but d crea e 
(~:}r by 0.07 . 
!.O 
d 
N AC A 1-40-060 spinner; n ,-O.;O; propeller r moved; a=Oo. 
(6) From step (4) and (5) determine that addition of the 
pilUleI' cau e a tJ.llfer of zero and a tJ. (~;}r of - 0.03 . 
(7) Wi th ~e = 0.72 and M er + tJ.Mor= O. 2, select from 
fi gure 103 the NACA 1-72- 094.5 open-no e cowling with 
(~Dcr = 0.57. ljor the cowling-spinner combinat ion, 
( V i) = 0.57 + tJ. (Vi) = 0.54 Vo or Vo er 
a value greater t han the assumed value of 0.51 which cor-
responds to the de ign m/ poFVo. Thu , a econ 1 selection 
must be made. 
e ) For the seco nd electio n, tart with 
( V i) = 0.51 + 0.54 = 0.525 Vo CT 2 
and repeat steps (2) and (3) to obtain ~e = 0.712. Then 
from figure 103 elect the I ACA 1- 7l.2- 096 open-nose 
c()wling with (~DCT = 0.555 . ll1ce 
(F) (17-) 1- : = 0.555 -1- tJ. 17.' = 0.525 OCTO cr 
the as umed value for the cowling- pinner comb inatio n, this 
cowling sati fi es the design conditions. 
Extrapolation of cowling-selection data.- \Yhen Lhe design 
critical ~1ach number appreciably exceeds the range covered 
in fi o-ure 103 , figures 44, 95, 96 , and 97 and equation (10) of 
the appendLx may be used to extrapolate the experimental 
de ign data to obtain longer or larger-inleL-diameter cowlings. 
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(i) NACA 1-85-1)50 cowling. 
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(g) NA A 1- 70-075 cowlin!!'. (h) NACA 1- 70-050 cowling. 
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(e) N ACA 1-30-000 spirmer. 
(f) N ACA 1-40-0'10 spinner. 
(g) ACA 1-40-000 spinner. 
(b) N ACA 1-40-0 spinner. 
F IGURE 101.-ConLinncd. 
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(i) NAGA l-liO-040 spinner. 
( j) NAGA \- 50-060 s\)inner. 
(1;: ) NAGA H lO-060 spin ner. 
(I ) NA A 1-00-080 pinner. 
FIG U RE IOI.- Goncluded . 
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FIr-UIlE 102.- election charts for T ACA j·scries cow ling configurations. a=2°. 
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(e) NACA 1-30-060 spinner. 
(I) NA.C A. 1-4~0 spinner. 
(g) NACA l-4Q-{)60 spinner. 
(b) T 11. 011. 1-40-080 spinner. 
FIG URE lO2.- ConLinU3d. 
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(i) N ACA 1- 5O-{)40 spinner. 
(j) N ACA 1-5O-{)6O spinner. 
(k) NACA 1-60-060 spinner. 
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FI GU IIE 103.-Design values of critical Mach number and inlet·veloci ty ratio for N ACA j·series open·noRe cowlings. 
As an illustra tion of the proposed extrapolation procedure, 
take all the condi tions of the preceding example except the 
crit ical Mach number and assmne a new required cri tical 
M ach number of 0 .90. Then proceed as follows: 
(1) From figure 95 (a), determine required X /Dc for each 
of several values of d/Dc. (For example, j{ = 1.87 for 
Mo=0.90 and ~c= 0.70. ) 
(2) From figure 44 and equation (10) of the appendix, 
calculate required values of (~:}r for theoretical open-nose 
cowlings with sh arp inlet lips, uniform urface pressure 
distributions corresponding to local M = 1.0 at Mo= 0.90, 
and the same values of dlDc as the cowling selected 111 
step (1). (Fo r example, (~:}r= 0 .5 1 for ~c=0 . 70 .) 
(3) D etermin e values of (~~).r for the NACA I-series 
open-nose co wling which correspond to values of (~;)cr of 
step (2) by r efer ence to figure 96. (For example, (~:}r = O. 66 
fo r ~ = 0.70, where (VVt) =0.5 1 for the theoretical cowling 
c 0 CT 
of this inlet-di ameter r atiO.) 
(4) I n order to allow for effect of the spinner on (~,) , 
I 0 .r 
add an incr emen t of (~;)cr= 0.04 to values obtained in 
step (3) af ter reference to application data such as those of 
figure 97. T hu , for the ACA I-series cowling- pinner 
b· . . h d (VI) com ll1atlOn Wit -D = 0.70 , -V = 0.70. 
cO er 
(5) D etermine values of ~1 from figure 47 . (For 
1 AI f d D B ) examp e, p = 0.33 or 15:=0.70 and Dc = 0.40. 
(6) Determine design values of mas -flow coefficien t from 
fig ure 4 . (For example, po";V
o 
= 0.28 for (~;)cr = 0.70, 
M cr = 0.90 , and ~t=0. 3 3 . ) 
(7) Cross-fair the ass umed value of d/Dc and the corre-
sponding valu es of X/Dc from step (1) as a function of the 
mas -flow coefficients determined in tep (6) . 
(8) At the required ma s-flow coefficient of 0.23, determine 
from the cross fairing of step (7) that the ACA 1- 66 .5-198 
cowling i the one required. 
(9) F rom figure 48, determine that (~Dcr = 0.65 for the 
cowling- pinner ombination of tep (8) . Then, no te from 
figure 29 or equivalent that thi value exceeds that nece -
sary for avoiding separation from the spinner. 
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SUMMAR Y OF RESULTS 
An investigation ba been conducted in the Langley pro-
peller-research tunnel to tudy cowling-spinner combinations 
based on the NACA 1- eries nose inlets and to obtain sys-
tematic design data for one family of approximately ellip-
oidal spinners. The more important conclusions of the 
investigation are summarized as follows: 
1. For each spinner there is a single minimum inlet-
velocity ratio below which boundary-layer separation from 
the pinner occurs at or ahead of the inlet. In the ca e of 
the ACA 1- eries spinner, this inlet-velocity rat io is often 
higher than that nece sary to obtain an essentially uniform 
pressure distribution on the cowling and, thus, determines 
the high-speed design conditions. 
2. Short conical spinners are superior to comparable NACA 
I-serie spinners with regard to t he minimum inlet-velocity 
ratio for which flow separation is avoided. 
3. Separation bubbles occur on the inner-lip sw'face of tbe 
NACA I-series cowlings at high inlet-velocity ratios and, in 
the ca e of the open-nose cowling, initiate important sepa-
ration of the internal flow . In the case of the eowliog-
spi nner combinations, propeller operation causes a strong 
outwardly increasing total-pressure gradient in the inlet 
which delays and tends to eliminate such separation. A 
revised inner-lip shape of the type investigated can be used 
to delay the formation of such separation bubble to con-
iderably higher inlet-velocity ratios. 
4. Within the usual range of proportions, the addi tion of 
NACA I-series spinners to ACA I-series cowlings doe no t 
change appreciably the de ign critical Mach number for 
the· cowlings but frequently causes large changes in the inlet-
velocity ratios required to obtain es entially uniform press ure 
dis tributions on the cowlings. Where the design condit ion 
are not determined by the flow-separation characteristics 
of the spinner , the design inh;t-velocity ratio increa es rapidly 
with increases in the slope of the pinner smface jut ahead 
of the inlet; important increases may be obtained when short 
conical spinners are substituted for conventional spinner of 
the same over-all proportions. 
5. With a pr,opeller having approximately oval haru{, 
propeller operatlOn r etards flow eparation from the spinner 
and inner cowling-lip surface and, within t he usual range of 
high-speed operating conditions, doe no t reduce the design 
critical Mach number . 
6. Increases in flight Mach number reduce the effective 
angle of attack of the cowling lip for given value of inlet-
velocity ratio less than unity and, thu , reduce the minimum 
alu e of inlet-velocity ratio for which a near-uniform urface 
pressure distribution on the cowling is obtained and tend to 
make the inner cowling-lip surface more susceptible to flow 
separation . 
Inasmuch as the present tests were conducted at low 
test airspeeds, the invesLigation necessarily included a study 
of the procedure requi.red to determine the design operating 
conditions at tbe design flight Mach number from the low-
speed test results. In this study, existing relations for 
open-nose cowlings were generalized to the case of the 
cowling-spinner combination and extended to the case of 
compressible flow . The derived relations were then used to 
calculate the effect of Mach number on the design i111et-
velocity ratio and to establish a simple correction procedw-e. 
The design conditions for the ACA I-series cowlings and 
COWling-spinner combinations are presented in the form of 
charts from which, for wide ranges of spinner proportions 
and rates of internal flow, cowlings with near-maximum 
pressure recovery can be selected for critical Mach numbers 
ranging from 0.70 to about 0.85, In addition, the char-
acteristics of the spinners and the effects of the spinners and 
the propeller on the cowling design conditions are pre ented 
separately to provide initial quant itat ive data for use in a 
general design procedure through which ACA I-series 
cowlings can be selected for use with spinners of other 
shapes. By lise of thi general design procedure, correlation 
curves established from the test data, and the equations of 
the appendix, ACA I-series cowlings and cowling-spinner 
combinations can be de igned for critical Mach numbers 
as high as 0.90 . 
LANGLEY M E MORIAL A ER ONAUTICAL LABORATORY , 
ATIO AL ADVIS ORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONA.UTICS, 
LA GLEY FIELD, VA.. , February 4, 1948. 
APPENDIX 
EQUATIONS RELATI G INLET-VELO CITY RATIO WITH SURFACE P RESS URES A D FRO TAL AREAS OF COWLIN G A D PIN ER 
P . Ruden in references 4 and 5 pre en t incompre ible-
flow equations r elatin!< the inlet-velocity rat io, inlet-area 
ratio, and surface-veloci ty ratios for a nose inlet. Because of 
their importance to the pre ent inve tigation, the e eq uation 
are herewith generalized to cover the case of the cowling-
spinner combination. The cherne u ed in the basic deriva-
tion is al 0 used to obtain imilar compressible-flow relation 
for both open-nose cowling and cowling- pinner combination . 
Consider in figure 104 the volume of referen e, whi ch 
encloses the cowling for a di tance aft of the maximum-
diameter tation great enough to allow the external velociti es 
to return to the free- tream val ue and which is 0 large that 
the pressures on it boundarie out ide of the owling are 
everywhere equal to the free-stream pre ure. In teady 
flight, thi volume mu t be in equilibrium ; hence , the ditrer-
ence between axial force on the end of this volume mu t 
equal the rate of change of momentum of the included flow. 
On the external surface of the cowling, the skin fri ction 
cone pond approximately to the momentum 10 R in the 
boundary layer so tha t both may be neglected in selling up 
the force equation. Thu , the axial pressure force on the 
pinner plu the pre ure force on the inlet area plu the 
axial pre sure force on the cowling minu the product of the 
free- tream pre ure anel the o"'ling frontal area plu th e 
kin-fri hon drag of the pinner mu t equal the rate of 
change of momentum of the inte rnal :flow. If fo rce \ hi ch 
tend to pu h the reference volume in the thru t direc tion 
are defined as posit ive, lhi relation can be expres eel alge-
braically a follows : 
l D,/2 ~df2 tDc/2 27r 0 psr dr+ 27r . Pir dr+ 27r Per dr-poF+fs D./2 d/2 
If the free- (ream pressure i taken as the r eference pres ure 
and all te rms are divided by qo, the following exprc ion in 
'term of the pressure oefficient i obtain ed: 
(2) 
Then, if the local pres lire coeffi cien ts in the three term en 
the left are r eplaced by average pre sure coefficients weighted 






Volume of r eference ... (Maximum diameter Dc 
FIG URE 104.- chematic diagram defi ning Quantities considered in theoretical calculations 
of tbe appendix. 
b F 7r D c
2 
• () b y i = - 4- ' equatIOn 2 ecome 
(DS)2 [( d)2 (Ds)2J [ (d )2J f . Dc P SaD+ Dc - Dc P i+ 1- Dc P Ca' +qoF+ 
2 [(t)2 -(g:YJe:)(~D(~~- l )=0 (3) 
Incompressible -flow case.- If the flow i incompre ible 
o. that Pr=Po, Pi= l -(~;y' Therefore , the econd and 
fourth terms can be combined and Lhe following general 
incompressible-flow eXjJ rc ion for the average urfaee pre -
LIre coefficient on a cowlincr- pinner combinat ion obtained : 
(4) 
where the term f s/qoF can be neglecteu unle s the pinner 
diameter is yery large with re pect to the maximum diam-
eter of tbe cowling. It will be not ed that the inlet-velocity 
ratio OCCllrs only as (1 - ~:Y 0 that a given set of pres-
UTes would appear to corre pond to two differen t inlet-
velocity ra tio , one greater than unity and one Ie than 
unity. 
Equation (4) can be u cd to compute the average urface 
pre ure coefficient on one compon ent of the co wling- pinner 
combination if the urface pre sure distribution on the other 
omponent, the inl et-velocity ra t io , and tbe frontal dimen-
sions of the inlet are known. 'imilarly, wi th the urface 
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pre w'e and fron tal dimension of one componen t known, 
the r equired fron tal area of the other componen t for stipu-
lated average mface pres ure coefficien t can be calculated 
for arbitrary values of inlet-velocity ratio . Also, a in th e 
present r eport, this r elation can be used to compute the 
inlet-velocity ratio from the frontal proportion of the 
installation and the smface pre m e distribu tion . 
In the ca e of the open-nose cowling, the spinner-diameter 
ra tio goe to zero so tha t q uation (4) for this special a e 
become 




1 - d 
(5) 
This equation can be transformed directly into the forms 
given in reference 4 and 5. 
Compressible -flow case.- An examination of equation (2) 
and (3) hows that all term of these general rela tions are 
affected by a departm e from the a sump tion of incompres-
sible £low. However , i t i po sible to calculate the effec ts of 
compre ibili ty on the inlet-sta tic-pressw·e coeffi cient P I and 
on the inlet-den ity ra tio pt/po as a function of inlet-velocity 
ra tio . Therefore, the ame method of analy i can be used 
to ob tain compressible-flow expres ions relating the inlet-
veloci ty ra tio to the sW'face pre sure coefficients and frontal 
area of the pinner and cowling. 
Con ider the energy equ a tion, 
1102 +-L Po= V/ +-L Pi 
2 1'- 1 Po 2 1' - 1 PI 
or 
I 




• Also, from equation (6) ince !!i=(Ei)-;Y for in entropic flow, 
Po Po 
With expre sions (7) and ( ), the second and fow·th terms 
of equation (3), a in the incompre ible-flow ca e, again can 
be combined into a ino-lc term 
2 [(t )2 - (g:)] ( 'Y~02 {[ 'Y~ 1 Nfo2-
1'; 1 M02 (~~y + 1 T~l -I} +[ (~;y_ 
~J['Y 2 1 Mo'- l' 2 1 Mo2 (~;y+ 1J Y~ I ) 
If a symbol 0 is a igned to the quant ity wi thin the large 
paren the es, the following compressible-flow expre sion for 
the average ur face pre ure coeffi cient on the cowling 
of a cowling-spilll1er combination can be obtained from 
eq ua tion (3) : 
where, i t i again noted, that the termj ,/qoF can be neglec ted, 
unless the pinner diameter is very large wi th respect to the 
maximum diameter of the cowling. The corre ponding 
expression for Lhe open-no e co\ding is then 
20 
Pea. (10) 1 _ (~Cy 
As an aid to the olution of these equation , factor 0 is pre-
en ted in figure 44 a a function of (,he free- (,ream M ach 
number and the inlet-velocity ratio. 
Equation (9) and (10) when u ed with fi gure 44 have 
approxima tely the ame field of applicat ion a incompre ible-
flow equations (4) and (5). Also, as developed in the text, 
i t is possible by use of these equations Lo determine 
the approximat high-speed inlet-velocity ratio from low-
speed tes t data by ex trapolating th e mea Ul'ed urface pre -
sure coefficien t by means of the Von K armim relation. 
H owever , ina much as the Von K arman relation does no t 
accura tely predict the variation of large po itive pre sure 
coeffieien t wi th 1Iach number, th e latter applicaLion can 
give rea onably accurate resul ts only 0 long as the region of 
laro-e positive pre UTe on the cowling and pinner is small 
with respect to the region of nega tive pressure on the cowling. 
r-- ---
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TABLE L-NACA 1- ERIE NO E-I NLET ORDI NAT E AS 
APPLIED TO COWLI NGS AND PINNER 
IOrdinates in I)ercent, refer nce lJ 
Reference line through 







.6 8. 12 
9.33 
1.0 10.38 
1. 5 12. i2 
2.0 14.72 
2.5 16.57 
3.0 I .31 
3.5 19.94 





8.0 31. 1 
9.0 34.03 
10.0 36.13 





x = (~.) D 
.. Dc C 
1- =~= (~) Dc 
• '2 2 
For r=0.025Y. Y= D,-d 
2.05 
xlXor "IYor xlXor "IYor xlXor 
x.IX. y.I Y. x.IX. v. I Y. I,/ X , 
------ ------ ---
13.0 41. 94 34.0 69.0 60.0 
14.0 43.66 35.0 70.0 62.0 
15.0 45.30 36.0 il. 05 64.0 
16.0 46. 37.0 72.00 66.0 
17.0 4 .40 38.0 i2. 94 68.0 
1 .0 49. 39.0 73. 5 70.0 
19.0 51. 31 40.0 74.75 72.0 
20.0 52.70 41. 0 75. 63 74.0 
21. 0 54 . 05 42.0 76.48 76.0 
:2"2. 0 55.37 43.0 ii. 32 78.0 
23.0 56.66 44.0 7 .15 80.0 
24.0 57.92 45.0 7 . 95 82.0 
25.0 59.15 46.0 79.74 4.0 
26.0 60.% 47.0 o. SO 86.0 
27.0 61. 52 48. 0 81. 25 88.0 
28.0 62.67 49.0 1.99 90.0 
29.0 63.79 SO. 0 2.69 92.0 
30.0 64.89 52.0 84.10 94.0 
31. 0 65.97 54.0 85.45 96.0 
32.0 67.03 56.0 6.73 9 .0 
33.0 68.07 5 .0 7.95 100.0 

























TABLE II.- B SI CRITICAL MACH NUMBER DATA FOR 
NACA 1- ERIE OWLING CONFIG RATIO 
Spinner 
Figure Cow ling 
.,X, D. 
(") D, D, 
49 1-5,';-150 0.40 0.20,0.30,0.40 
50 1-5,';-150 . 60 0.20,0.30,0.40 
at 1-5,';-150 0 0.40 
52 1-5,';-100 .40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40 
53 1-5,';-100 .60 0.20, 0.30, 0.40 
54 1-5,';-100 0 0.40 
55 1-5:;...050 .40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40 
56 1-5,';-050 . 60 0.20,0.30,0.40 
57 1-5:;...050 0 0.40 
58 1-60-100 .40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
59 1-60-100 .60 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
60 1-60-100 .80 0.4.0 
61 1-60-075 .40 0.20,0.30,0.40,0.50 
62 1-60-075 .60 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
63 1-60-075 0 0.40 
64 1- 70-100 .40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
65 1- 70- 100 .60 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 
66 1- 70-100 . 80 0.40,0.60 
67 1- 70-075 . 40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
68 1-70-075 .60 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 
69 1- 70-075 0 0.40,0.60 
70 1-70-050 . 40 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 
71 1- 70-050 .60 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 
72 1- 70-050 0 0.40, 0.60 
73, 74 1- ,';-050 .40 0.40,0.50 
75, 76 1- :;...050 .60 0.40, 0.50, O.flO 
77,7 1- :;...050 . 80 0.40, 0.60 
• Data for o\M!n-no e condition arc presented in each figure for purpose of comparison. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 




to axis) Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol symbol Designation bol direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
LongitudinaL ______ X X Rolling _______ L Y--+Z RolL _______ q, u p LateraL _____________ Y Y Pitching ______ M Z--+X Pi tch. _______ (J v q N ormaL _____________ Z Z Yawing _______ N X----+Y Yaw __ ______ if! to r 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om= ~cS N On=qbS 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
(rolling) (pitchmg) (yawing) 














Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ;D4 
pn 





Speed-power coefficient = -V ~n2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2!:.n) 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s =550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
Ilb=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 lb 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 £t 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
